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MODULAR DIN RAIL DEVICES 

Secure 
Reliable

Sigma Series
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Model

Tripping curves

Un(V) Number of poles Rated current In
Breaking

capacity IcnB C D

SGB�.5K ■ ■ ■

��0/�00VAC
�P, �P+N, �P
�P,�P+N,  �P

0.5, �, �, �, �, 6, �0, �6, 
�0, �5, ��, �0, 50, 6�A

�500A

SGB6K ■ ■ ■ 6000A

SGB�0K ■ ■ ■

��0/�00VAC
�P, �P+N, �P
�P,�P+N,  �P

0.5, �, �, �, �, 6, �0, �6, 
�0, �5, ��, �0, 50, 6�A

�0000A

SGB-DPN ■ ■ ■ ��0VAC �P+N 6, �0, �6, �0, �5, �� �500A

SGB-�00H ■ ■ ��0/�00VAC �P, �P, �P, �P
��, �0, 50, 6�
80,�00,��5A �0000A

IEC609�7-�

SGB Series
Miniature Circuit Breaker
Standard
Protection
Rated voltage

Ambient temperature
Characteristic

Type of trip
Type of terminal
Terminal capacity

Degree of protection
Installation
Width

Confirming to IEC/EN60898
Against overload and short circuit
Rated insulation voltage Ui: 500V
Rated impulse withstand voltage Uimp: 6000V 
Energy limiting class: �
-5oC to +�0oC
Thermal operating limit: (�.��-�.�5)xIn
Magnetic operating: B: (�-5) x In
                                 C: (5-�0) x In
                                 D: (�0-�0) x In
Thermal / magnetic release
Lug type and Pin type
�6mm�  flexible or 25mm� rigid up to �5A ratings
�5mm� flexible or 35mm� rigid for ��A to 6�A ratings
IP�0
Mounting on �5mm DIN rail
�7.8mm per pole

■ ■ ■SGB�0Ki
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Model

Tripping curves

Un(V) Number of poles Rated current In
Breaking

capacity IcnB C D

ALB�.5K
ALBi-�.5K ■ ■ ■

��0/�00VAC
�P, �P+N, �P
�P,�P+N,  �P

0.5, �, �, �, �, 6, �0, �6,
�0, �5, ��, �0, 50, 6�A

�500A

ALB6K
ALBi-6K ■ ■ ■ 6000A

ALB�0K ■ ■ ■ ��0/�00VAC
�P, �P+N, �P
�P,�P+N,  �P

0.5, �, �, �, �, 6, �0, �6,
�0, �5, ��, �0, 50, 6�A

�0000A

 ALB-DPN ■ ■ ■ ��0VAC �P+N 6, �0, �6, �0, �5, �� �500A

ALB-�00H ■ ■ ��0/�00VAC �P, �P, �P, �P
��, �0, 50, 6�
80,�00,��5A

�0000A
IEC609�7-�

ALB Series
Miniature Circuit Breaker
Standard
Protection
Rated voltage

Ambient temperature
Characteristic

Type of trip
Type of terminal
Terminal capacity

Degree of protection
Installation
Width

Confirming to IEC/EN60898
Against overload and short circuit
Rated insulation voltage Ui: 500V
Rated impulse withstand voltage Uimp: 6000V 
Energy limiting class: �
-5oC to +�0oC
Thermal operating limit: (�.��-�.�5)xIn
Magnetic operating: B: (�-5) x In
                                 C: (5-�0) x In
                                 D: (�0-�0) x In
Thermal / magnetic release
Lug type and Pin type
�6mm�  flexible or 25mm� rigid up to �5A ratings
�5mm� flexible or 35mm� rigid for ��A to 6�A ratings
IP�0
Mounting on �5mm DIN rail
�7.8mm per pole
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Model

Tripping curves

Un(V) Number of poles Rated current In
Breaking

capacity IcnB C D

EPB�.5K ■ ■ ■

��0/�00VAC
�P, �P+N, �P
�P,�P+N,  �P

0.5, �, �, �, �, 6, �0, �6, 
�0, �5, ��, �0, 50, 6�A

�500A

EPB06K ■ ■ ■ 6000A

EPB�0K ■ ■ ■ ��0/�00VAC
�P, �P+N, �P
�P,�P+N,  �P

0.5, �, �, �, �, 6, �0, �6, 
�0, �5, ��, �0, 50, 6�A

�0000A

EPB-DPN ■ ■ ��0VAC �P+N
6, �0, 
�6, �0,

 �5, ��A
�500A

EPB-�00H ■ ■ ��0/�00VAC �P,�P,�P,�P
��,�0,50,6�.,
80,�00,��5A

�0000A
IEC609�7-�

EPB Series
Miniature Circuit Breaker
Standard
Protection
Rated voltage

Ambient temperature
Characteristic

Type of trip
Type of terminal
Terminal capacity

Degree of protection
Installation
Width

Confirming to IEC/EN60898
Against overload and short circuit
Rated insulation voltage Ui: 500V
Rated impulse withstand voltage Uimp: 6000V 
Energy limiting class: �
-5oC to +�0oC
Thermal operating limit: (�.��-�.�5)xIn
Magnetic operating: B: (�-5) x In
                                 C: (5-�0) x In
                                 D: (�0-�0) x In
Thermal / magnetic release
Lug type and Pin type
�6mm�  flexible or 25mm� rigid up to �5A ratings
�5mm� flexible or 35mm� rigid for ��A to 6�A ratings
IP�0
Mounting on �5mm DIN rail
�7.8mm per pole
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SGR Series
Residual Current Circuit Breaker
Standard
Rated conditional short-circuit current, Inc
Protection
Rated current, In
Number of poles
Rated sensitivity currents, I △n
Rated residual non-operating current
Rated impulse withstand voltage Uimp
Rated voltages          2pole
                                  4pole
Protection degree
Residual current off-time at I △n
Rated residual current making & breaking
capacity, I△m
Type of trip
Type of terminal
Terminal capacity
Protection degree
Installation

Confirming to EN / IEC61008-1

6kA

Ground fault

�6,�5,��,�0,6�,80,�00A

�(�+N),�(�+N)pole

�0,�0,�00,�00mA

0.5 X I △n

6000V

��0VAC

��0/�00VAC

-�5oC~+�0oC

≤0.1s

500A for In=�6,�5,��,�0A

6�0A for In=6�,80,�00A

Electro-magnetic release

Lug type ang Pin type

Cables up to �5mm�

IP�0

�5mm DIN rail

Model
Number
of poles

Rated
current(A)

Type Rated sensitivity current IΔ n(mA)
Un(V) IΔc(A)

AC A �0 �0 �00 �00

SG-DPN �P+N �6,�5, ��,�0 ■ ■ ■ ■ ��0VAC 6000

SGR-� �P
�6,�5, ��,�0 
6�,80,�00A ■ ■ ■ ■ ��0VAC 6000

SGR-� �P
�6,�5, ��,�0 
6�,80,�00A ■ ■ ■ ■ �00VAC 6000

                                

SGRi-� �P
�6,�5, ��,�0 
6�,80,�00A ■ ■ ■ ■ ��0VAC 6000

SGRi-� �P
�6,�5, ��,�0 
6�,80,�00A ■ ■ ■ ■ �00VAC 6000~

~

~

~

~
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ALR Series
Residual Current  Circuit Breaker

Model
Number
of poles

Rated
current(A)

Type Rated sensitivity current IΔ n(mA)
Un(V) IΔc(A)

AC A �0 �0 �00 �00

ALR-� �P
�5, ��,�0 

6�,80,�00A ■ ■ ■ ■ ��0VAC 6000

ALR-� �P
�5, ��,�0 

6�,80,�00A ■ ■ ■ ■ �00VAC 6000

ALRi-� �P
�6,�5, ��,�0 

6�,80A ■ ■ ■ ■ ��0VAC �0000

ALRi-� �P
�6,�5, ��,�0 

6�,80A ■ ■ ■ ■ �00VAC �0000~

~

~

~

Standard
Rated conditional short-circuit current, Inc
Protection
Rated current, In
Number of poles
Rated sensitivity currents, I △n
Rated residual non-operating current
Rated impulse withstand voltage Uimp
Rated voltages          2pole
                                  4pole
Protection degree
Residual current off-time at I △n
Rated residual current making & breaking
capacity, I△m
Type of trip
Type of terminal
Terminal capacity
Protection degree
Installation

Confirming to EN / IEC61008-1

6kA

Ground fault

�6,�5,��,�0,6�,80,�00A

�(�+N),�(�+N)pole

�0,�0,�00,�00mA

0.5 X I △n

6000V

��0VAC

��0/�00VAC

-�5oC~+�0oC

≤0.1s

500A for In=�6,�5,��,�0A

6�0A for In=6�,80,�00A

Electro-magnetic release

Lug type ang Pin type

Cables up to �5mm�

IP�0

�5mm DIN rail
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EPR Series
Residual Current  Circuit Breaker

Model
Number
of poles

Rated
current(A)

Type Rated sensitivity current IΔ n(mA)
Un(V) IΔ c(A)

AC A �0 �0 �00 �00

EPR-� �P
�5, ��

�0, 6�,80A ■ ■ ■ ■ ��0VAC 6000

EPR-� �P
�5, ��

�0, 6�,80A ■ ■ ■ ■ �00VAC 6000

 

EPRi-� �P
�5, ��
�0, 6�

80, �00A
■ ■ ■ ■ ��0VAC 6000

EPRi-� �P
�5, ��
�0, 6�

80, �00A
■ ■ ■ ■ ��0VAC 6000~

~

~

~

Standard
Rated conditional short-circuit current, Inc
Protection
Rated current, In
Number of poles
Rated sensitivity currents, I △n
Rated residual non-operating current
Rated impulse withstand voltage Uimp
Rated voltages          2pole
                                  4pole
Protection degree
Residual current off-time at I △n
Rated residual current making & breaking
capacity, I△m
Type of trip
Type of terminal
Terminal capacity
Protection degree
Installation

Confirming to EN / IEC61008-1

6kA

Ground fault

�6,�5,��,�0,6�,80,�00A

�(�+N),�(�+N)pole

�0,�0,�00,�00mA

0.5 X I △n

6000V

��0VAC

��0/�00VAC

-�5oC~+�0oC

≤0.1s

500A for In=�6,�5,��,�0A

6�0A for In=6�,80,�00A

Electro-magnetic release

Lug type ang Pin type

Cables up to �5mm�

IP�0

�5mm DIN rail
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Residual Current Operated Circuit Breaker
Standard  
Protection
Rated current, In 
Rated sensitivity currents, I△n
Rated residual current operated making & 
breaking capacity I△m
Rated residual non-operated current I△no
Rated insulation voltage Ui
Rated impulse withstand voltage Uimp
Number of poles
Rated voltage
Residual current off-time  
Type of trip        Ground fault  
                         Overcurrent 
Breaking capacity 
Electrical endurance
Degree of protection
Mount 
Width 

EN / IEC 6�009 -� 

Ground fault and overcurrent

�, 6, �0, �6, �0, �5, ��, �0A

 �0, �0, �00, �00mA

500A

0.5I△n

�50V

�000V

�P+N

��0VAC

≤ 0.1 sec. 

Electro-magnetic 

Thermal-magnetic 

6kA 

�000 operations

IP�0

On �5mm DIN rail 

�7.8mm per pole 

Model
Number
of poles

Rated
current(A)

Type Tripping curves Rated sensitivity current IΔ n(mA)
Un(V) IΔ c(A)

AC A B C �0 �0 �00 �00

SGBL �P+N
�,6,�0,�6,�0
�5, ��,�0A ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ��0VAC 6000

ALBL �P+N
�,6,�0,�6,�0
�5, ��,�0A ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ��0VAC 6000

EPBL �P+N
�,6,�0,�6,�0
�5, ��,�0A ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ��0VAC 6000

~

~

~
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Residual Current Operated Circuit Breaker
(electronic)

Model
Number of 

poles
Rated

current(A)

Tripping curves Rated sensitivity current IΔ n(mA)
Un(V) IΔ c(A)

B C �0 �00 �00

SGBLE

�P+N
�P
�P

�P+N
�P

6,�0,�6,�0,�5 
��,�0,50,6�A ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ��0/�00VAC 6000

ALBLE

�P+N
�P
�P

�P+N
�P

6,�0,�6,�0,�5 
��,�0,50,6�A ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ��0/�00VAC 6000

EPBLE

�P+N
�P
�P

�P+N
�P

6,�0,�6,�0,�5 
��,�0,50,6�A ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ��0/�00VAC 6000

Standard  
Protection
Rated current, In 
Rated sensitivity currents, I△n
Rated residual current operated making & 
breaking capacity I△m
Rated residual non-operated current I△no
Rated impulse withstand voltage Uimp
Number of poles
Rated voltage
Residual current off-time  
Type of trip        Ground fault  
                         Overcurrent 
Breaking capacity 
Electrical endurance
Degree of protection
Mount   

EN / IEC 6�009 -�  

Ground fault and over current

6, �0, �6, �0, �5, ��, �0, 50, 6�A

 �0, �00, �00mA

500A

0.5I△n

�000V

�P+N, �P, �P, �P+N, �P

��0/�00VAC

≤ 0.1 sec. 

Electro-magnetic 

Thermal-magnetic 

6kA 

�000 operations

IP�0

On �5mm DIN rail  
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Residual Current Operated Circuit Breaker
(electronic)

Standard  
Protection
Rated current, In 
Rated voltage
Rated sensitivity currents, I△n
Number of poles 
Tripping Curve
Breaking capacity  
Tripping Duration
Electro-mechanical Endurance
Connection terminal

Type of terminal
Width

EN/IEC 6�009 -�  
Ground fault and over current
6, �0, �6, �0, �5, ��,�0A
��0VAC
�0,�0, �00,�00mA
�P+N
B,C
�.5kA,6kA,�0kA 
≤0.1s
�000 cycles
Flexible conductor �6mm�

Rigid conductor �5mm�

Lug type and Pin type
�7.8mm/module

Model
Number
of poles

Rated
current(A)

Type Tripping curves Rated sensitivity current IΔ n(mA)
Un(V) IΔ c(A)

AC A B C �0 �0 �00 �00

SGNLE-�� �P+N
6,�0,�6,�0

�5, ��A ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ��0VAC �500

SGBR6K

�P+N
6,�0,�6,�0
�5, ��,�0A ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ��0VAC

6000

SGBR�0K �0000

ALBR6K

�P+N
6,�0,�6,�0
�5, ��,�0A ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ��0VAC

6000

ALBR�0K �0000

EPBR6K

�P+N
6,�0,�6,�0
�5, ��,�0A ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ��0VAC

6000

EPBR�0K �0000

~

~

~

~
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Isolating Switch

EN/IEC609�7-�
�P, �P, �P, �P
�6, �0, �5, ��, �0, 50, 6�,80,�00,��5A
�pole ��0/�00V AC 50/60Hz
�,�,�pole �00V AC 50/60Hz
AC-��A
��le, t-�s
�0le, t=0.�s
�le, �.05Ue, COSφ=0.65
690V
�000V
Lug type Pin type
Cables up to 50mm�

IP�0
Mounting on �5mm DIN rail
�7.8mm per pole

Standard
Number of poles  
Rated currents 
Rated voltage

Utilization category
Icw
Rated short-circuit making capacity lcn
Rated making & breaking capacity
Rated insulation voltage Ui
Rated impulse withstand voltage Uimp
Type of terminal 
Terminal capacity
Degree of protection 
Installation 
Width 

Model Un(V) Number of poles Rated crrrent In Utilization category

SGI ��0/�00VAC
�P, �P
�P,�P

�6, �0, �5, ��,�0
50, 6�,80,�00,��5A

AC-��A

ALI ��0/�00VAC
�P,  �P
�P,�P

�6, �0, �5, ��, �0, 50, 
6�,80,�00,��5A

AC-��A

EPI ��0/�00VAC
�P, �P
�P,�P

 �6, �0, �5, ��, �0, 50, 
6�,80,�00,��5A

AC-��A



Door Bell 
Standard
Electric ratings
Installation class
Pollution grade
Working condition
Degree of protection
Mounting

Confirming to EN/IEC61558-1
8V, ��V, ��V, ��0V, ��0V  50/60Hz
II & III
ll
Short-time working
IP�0
On �5mm DIN rail

Circuit Breaker Accessories

Standard
Input voltage
Output voltage
Transformer out power capacity
Non-load current   Io(mA)
Non-load wastage  Po(w)
Max of coil temperature-rising（℃）

Confirming to EN/IEC61558
��0/��0V  50/60Hz
�V, 6V, 8V, ��V, �6V, ��V
�.8VA and 8VA
�6±6
�.��
50

Transformer

Standard
Color
Electric ratings
Rated insulation Voltage Ui
Protection grade
Rated operational current
Life

Ambient temperature
Altitude
Mounting category
Pollution grade
Degree of protection
Mounting

Confirming to EN/IEC60947-5-1
Red,green,yellow,orange,blue,white
Up to ��0VAC  50/60Hz
500V
IP�0
≤�0mA
incandescence lamp ≥�000h
neon lamp≥�000h
LED≥�0000h
-50C~+�00C, average temperature in �� hours not exceed +�50C
not exceed �000m
ll   ,   lll
ll
IP�0
On �5mm DIN rail

SGSL    ALSL     EPSL

SGSO    ALSO       EPSO 

SGTF8       ALTF8          EPTF8

Indicating Light

��
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Circuit Breaker Accessories

Standard
Rated insulation voltage
Rated voltage
Electric endurance
Mechanical endurance
Dielectric strength
Protection degree

Confirming to EN / IEC 60947-5-1

Ui 500V

AC ��0V

�0000

�0000

�000V/�min

IP�0

OF Auxiliary contact
Contact capacity:
AC:Un=�00V   In=�A
      Un=��0V   In=6A
DC:Un=��5V   In=�A
      Un=�8V   In=�A
      Un=��V   In=6A
Dielectric strength:�000V/�min
Mounted on the left side of the MCB SGB6K.

MX shunt trip
Rated insulating voltage(Ui):500V
Rated power voltage(Us):AC �00,��0,��5V
Operate voltage range:70~�00% Us
Contact capacity:
AC:�A/�00V
AC:6A/��0V
AC:9A/��5V
Dielectric strength:�000V/�min
Mounting on the right side of MCB/RCBO, used to trip the combined MCB/RCBO by remote 
controlling device.

MN over-voltage/under-voltage trip
Rated voltage(Ue):AC ��0V
Rated insulating voltage(Ui):500V
Over-voltage tripping range:�80V±5%
Under-voltage tripping range:�70V±5%
Mounted on the right side of circuit breaker, actuate the combined device to trip in case of under-
voltage or over-voltage, effectively prevent the device from closing operation under abnormal 
power voltage condition.

SD Alarming contact
Send out signals when the circuit breaker pail to trips.
Mechanical indicator on the front panel, which can indicate failure trip.
Screw-type thread pressed terminal,can connect with � or � conductiong wire of �.5 mm� max.
cross sectional area.
Obvious marks upon terminal.
Mounted on the left side of the MCB SGB6K.indication"ON","OFF" status of combined MCB.

SGBA-OF   ALBA-OF   EPBA-OF

SGBA-SD    ALBA-SD  EPBA-SD

SGBA-MX    ALBA-MX     EPBA-MX

SGBA-MN    ALBA-MN    EPBA-MN

�5



SGTR Series
Magnetic Relay

Application scope
This magnetic relay is suitable for Sigma、Alpha、Omega、 etc series Residual 
Current Circuit Breaker pro  ducts.

�. Power Move:                       �50±�5%μVA，�00±�5%μVA.

�. Operating Current :             �.8-�.�mA, 7-9mA.  

3. Impedance:                          2.0Ω, 25Ω 

�. Thrust:                                 Putter trip=0.�mm，Thrust≥0.45N；

                                                 Putter trip=�.6mm，Thrust≥0.25N. 

5. The proposed reduction

    of the operating agencies:   �.�～�.�N 

6. Putters free trip:                   >�.8mm 

7.  largest movement time:       <�0ms 

8. Temperature range :            -5℃-80℃ 

9．Life:                                   5000 times

�0. Weight:                              8g

Product's advantage

Main technical parameters

SGTR-1

SGTR-2

SGTR-3

SGTR-4

�6

�. This products have the guarantee period of �6 calendar months,that is a     

high quality and reliability;

�. This products have an excellent ratio between price and quality ,you can 

possess them by competitive price and high quality;

�. The deliveries exactly in accordance with customer orders

5. The fast transportation. 
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MODULAR DIN RAIL DEVICES 

Secure 
Reliable

Omega Series
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SGF-32 Series
Fuse Holder and Links

Technical data
Standard

Electric ratings

Type

Utilization category

Rated insulation voltage

Rated impulse withstand voltage

Electric endurance

Mechanical endurance

Operating frequency

Protection degree

Confirming to EN / IEC60947-3  EN / IEC60269

Up to 32A 230V  AC 50/60Hz

SGF-32 (Without indicator); SGF-32X (With indicator)

AC-22A

Ui 500V

4000V

1500

8500

120/h

IP20

Holder
Code No.

Packing
unit (link)Fuse link size Link current Packing

unit (holder)

2A, 4A, 6A, 10A, 16A 12SGF-32/P+N 8.5 X 31.5mm 20

SGF-32-4

SGF-32X-4

SGF-32-3

SGF-32X-3

SGF-32-1

SGF-32X-1
10 X 38mm

10 X 38mm

10 X 38mm

2A, 4A, 6A, 10A

16A, 20A, 25A, 32A

2A, 4A, 6A, 10A, 

16A, 20A, 25A, 32A

2A, 4A, 6A, 10A, 

16A, 20A, 25A, 32A

12 20

4

3

20

20
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SGF-63 Series
Fuse Holder and Links

Technical data
Standard

Electric ratings

Utilization category

Rated insulation voltage Ui

Rated impulse withstand voltage Uimp

Electric endurance

Mechanical endurance

Operating frequency

Degree of protection

Confirming to IEC6047-3, IEC60269

Up to 63A 230V  AC 50/60Hz

AC-21A

Ui 690V

4000V

1500

8500

120/h

IP20

Holder
Code No.

Packing
unit (link)Fuse link size Link current Packing

unit (holder)

2A, 4A, 6A, 10A, 16A 12SGF-63/P+N D02 20

SGF-63-4

SGF-63-3

SGF-63-1

2A, 4A, 6A, 10A, 16A 

20A, 25A, 35A, 50A, 63A

12 20

4

3

D02

D02

D02

2A, 4A, 6A, 10A, 16A 

20A, 25A, 35A, 50A, 63A

2A, 4A, 6A, 10A, 16A 

20A, 25A, 35A, 50A, 63A

20

20
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SGC1 Series
Modular Contactor

Technical data
Standard

Maxim power

Main contacts terminal capacity

Coil contact A1,A2 terminal capacity

Electric endurance

Mechanical endurance

Protection degree

IEC/EN 60947-4-1,IEC/EN 61095

AC1 220/230VAC:20A  4.5KW(SGC1-20)

                            25A  16KW(SGC1-25)

AC1 380/400VAC:63A  40KW(SGC1-63)

AC3 380/400VAC:27A  15KW(SGC1-63)

                                     4KW(SGC1-25)

1.5-10mm2(SGC1-20/SGC1-25)

2.5-25mm2(SGC1-63)

0.75-2.5mm2

≥3×104

≥3×105

IP20

Rated current(A) Packing unit Number of contacts

1NO

1NC

1NO+1NC

1NO

1NC

1NO+1NC

16,20,25 12

6

SGC1 2P(16A-25A)

SGC1 2P(32A-63A)

4NO

4NC

2NO+2NC

3NO+1NC

6

4NO

4NC

2NO+2NC

3NO+1NC

4

SGC1 4P(32A-63A)

SGC1 4P(16A-25A)

16,20,25

16,20,25

32,40,63
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Type Poles Uc
(V)

In
(kA)

Imax
(kA)

Up
(kV)

Applicable grounding
system

SGS1-D/1-140-5 1、2 140 5 10 ＜0.8 Under AC110V and DC

SGS1-D/1-275-5 1、2 275 5 10 ＜1.2 TN-C, IT, TN-S

SGS1-D/1-320-5 1、2 320 5 10 ＜1.5 TN-C, IT, TN-S

SGS1-D/1-385-5 1、2 385 5 10 ＜1.8 TT

SGS1-D/1-420-5 1、2 420 5 10 ＜2.0 TT

SGS1-D/2Q-385-5 3 385 5 10 ＜2.0

SGS1-D/3N-275-5 3 275 5 10 ＜1.2 "3+1" Compage

SGS1-D/3N-320-5 3 320 5 10 ＜1.5 "3+1" Compage

SGS1-D/4-275-5 4 275 5 10 ＜1.2 TN-C, IT, TN-S

SGS1-D/4-320-5 4 320 5 10 ＜1.5 TN-C, IT, TN-S

SGS1-D/4-385-5 4 385 5 10 ＜1.8 TT

SGS1-D/4-420-5 4 420 5 10 ＜2.0 TT

Technical data
Standard
Protection

Ambient temperature
Number of poles
Electric ratings
Response time
On-Off indicating window

Pollution grade
Installation class
Type of terminal
Terminal capacity

Installation
Width
Ground system

Confirming to IEC61643-1

Protect electric system and on-loading electrical apparatus

from thunder and instantaneous over-voltage

-5oC to +45oC

1P, 2P, 3P, 4P

230/400V, AC50/60Hz

Less than 25ms

Green      normal function

Red          functionless, immediate replacement required

ll

l, ll, lll

Pin type

Solid wire cross-seetion is 1-6mm2

Stranded wire cross-section is 0.75-4mm2

Mounting on 35mm DIN rail

17.5mm per pole

"TT, TN-S, TN-C-S"are applicable to the ground system

of the protector

SGS1Series
Surge Protective Device
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Type Poles Uc
(V)

In
(kA)

Imax
(kA)

Up
(kV)

Applicable grounding
system

SGS1-C/1-140-15 1 140 15 40 ＜0.8 Under AC110V and DC

SGS1-C/1-275-20 1 275 20 40 ＜1.2 TN-C, IT, TN-S

SGS1-C/1-320-20 1 320 20 40 ＜1.5 TN-C, IT, TN-S

SGS1-C/1-385-20 1 385 20 40 ＜1.8 TT

SGS1-C/1-420-20 1 420 20 40 ＜2.0 TT

SGS1-C/1-550-20 1 550 20 40 ＜2.8 AC380V

SGS1-C/2-140-15 2 140 15 10 ＜0.8 Under AC110V and DC

SGS1-C/2-275-20 2 275 20 40 ＜1.2 TN-C, IT, TN-S

SGS1-C/2-320-20 2 320 20 40 ＜1.5 TN-C, IT, TN-S

SGS1-C/2-385-20 2 385 20 40 ＜1.8 TT

SGS1-C/2-420-20 2 420 20 40 ＜2.0 TT

SGS1-C/2Q-320-20 3 320 20 40 ＜1.5 TN-C, IT, TN-S

SGS1-C/2Q-385-20 3 385 20 40 ＜2.0 TN-C, IT, TN-S

SGS1-C/3N-320-20 3 320 20 40 ＜1.5 "3+1" Compage

SGS1-C/3N-385-20 3 385 20 40 ＜1.8 "3+1" Compage

SGS1-C/3N-420-20 3 420 20 40 ＜2.0 "3+1" Compage

SGS1-C/3-320-20 3 320 20 40 ＜1.5 TN-C, TN-C-S, TN-S

SGS1-C/3-385-20 3 385 20 40 ＜1.8 TN-C, TN-C-S, TN-S

SGS1-C/3-420-20 3 420 20 40 ＜2.0 TN-C, TN-C-S, TN-S

SGS1-C/4-275-20 4 275 20 40 ＜1.2 TN-C, TN-C-S, TN-S

SGS1-C/4-320-20 4 320 20 40 ＜1.5 TN-C, TN-C-S, TN-S

SGS1-C/4-385-20 4 385 20 40 ＜1.8 TT

SGS1-C/4-420-20 4 420 20 40 ＜2.0 TT
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Type Poles Uc
(V)

In
(kA)

Imax
(kA)

Up
(kV)

Applicable grounding
system

SGS1-B/3-320-30 3 320 30 60 ＜2.0 TN-C, TN-C-S, TN-S

SGS1-B/4-320-30 4 320 30 60 ＜2.0 TN-C, TN-C-S, TN-S

SGS1-B/3-385-30 3 385 30 60 ＜2.5 TT

SGS1-B/4-385-30 4 385 30 60 ＜2.5 TT

SGS1-D/2+1 3 320 5 10 ＜1.5 Voltage limit    TT

SGS1-C/2+1 3 320 15 10 ＜1.5 Voltage limit    TT

SGS1-D/3+1 4 320 5 10 ＜1.5 Voltage limit    TT

SGS1-C/3+1 4 320 15 10 ＜1.5 Voltage limit    TT

SGS1-C/3+1G 4 320 15 10 ＜1.5 Voltage limit    TT

SGS1-B/3+1G 4 320 30 10 ＜1.8 Voltage limit    TT

Imax
(kA)

Iimp
(kA)

SGS1-D/2+1 3 255 20 40 - ＜1.5 Voltage switch    TT

SGS1-C/2+1 3 255 40 - 12 ＜2.0 Voltage switch    TT

SGS1-D/3+1 4 255 20 40 - ＜1.5 Voltage switch    TT

SGS1-C/3+1 4 255 40 - 12 ＜2.0 Voltage switch    TT

SGS1-C/3+1G 4 255 100 - 60 ＜2.5 Voltage switch    TT

SGS1-B/3+1G 4 255 100 - 60 ＜2.5 Voltage switch    TT

                            Type
Technic SG data                       DFG

SGS1-D/
[]-140-5

SGS1-D/
[]-275-5

SGS1-D/
[]-320-5

SGS1-D/
[]-385-5

SGS1-D/
[]-420-5

SGS1-C/
[]-140-15

SGS1-C/
[]-275-20

SGS1-C/
[]-320-20

SGS1-C/
[]-385-20

SGS1-C/
[]-420-20

SGS1-C/
[]-550-20

SGS1-B/
[]-320-30

SGS1-B/
[]-385-30

Max.continuous operationSG vol.(Uc) 140V 275V 320V 385V 420V 140V 275V 320V 385V 420V 550V 320V 385V

Level of vol. protection(Up＜) 0.8kV 1.2kV 1.5kV 1.8kV 2.0kV 0.8kV 1.2kV 1.5kV 1.8kV 2.0kV 2.5kV 2.0kV 2.5kV

NominSG discharge current In(8/20us)kA 5 5 5 5 5 15 20 20 20 20 20 30 30

Max discharge current Imax(8/20us)kA 10 10 10 10 10 40 40 40 40 40 40 60 60

ns ＜25                   ＜25                                                   ＜25 

Pole width(mm)                                           18                                                   

Colour yellow gray red

Protection degree IP20                               IP20                                                    IP20

MetirSG of cover PBT                              PBT                                                     PBT

Circuit current 10~16A                                25~32A                                            25~32A

Wiring
L, N 2.5~35mm2                                   2.5~35mm2                                                 2.5~35mm2

PE 4.0~35mm2                                   4.0~35mm2                                                 4.0~35mm2

Technical data
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SGTM Series
Staircase Time Switch

Technical data
Rated voltage

Rated frequency

Consumption

Contact capacity

Electrical endurance

Mechanical endurance

Ambient temperature

Connection terminal

Installation

230V~

50/60Hz

1VA-2.5VA

16A 250V AC (COSφ=1)

105 cycles

107 cycles

-20oC~+50oC

pillar terminal with clamp

On 35mm DIN rail

Panel mounting

SGTM-16 time switch
Type:electromechanical type with time delay
Time setting range: 7 minutes
Min.setting interval: 30 seconds
Toggle switch: manual/automatic
Controlled lighting load:
Incandescent lamp: 2300W
Halogen lamp: 2300W
Fluorescent lamp:
Uncompensated 2300w
Compensated in series: 2300w
Compensated in parallel: 1300w
Switching: reset after 30s

SGTM-E8 time switch
Type: electronic time delay
Time setting range: 20 minutes
Min.setting interval: 5 minutes
Slide switch: manual/automatic
Controlled lighting load:
Incandescent lamp: 2300W
Halogen lamp: 2300W
Fluorescent lamp load with electronic ballast: 800W
Switching: immediate reset

SGTM-16

SGTM-E8
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SGTM-180

SGTM-160 Synchronous time switch
Drive: synchronous motor
Frequency: 50/60Hz
Without battery

SGTM-180 Quartz time switch with power reserve
Drive: quartz-controlled motor
Frequency: 50/60Hz
Accuracy: within±1s per day at 20oC
Reserve: 70 hours

SGT2-161h Synchronous time switch
Drive: synchronous motor
Frequency: 50/60Hz

SGT2-181h Quartz time switch with power reserve
Drive:quartz-controlled motor
Frequency: 50/60Hz
Accuracy: within±1s per day at 20oC
Reserve: 150 hours

SGTM-181h

SGTM time switch
Type: electronic with LCD display
Rated voltage: 230V AC
Rated frequency: 50/60Hz
Contact: 1NO+1NC
Consumption: maximun 4VA
Contact capacity:
16A/250V AC (COSφ=1)
2.5A/250V AC (COSφ=0.6)
Incandescent lamp: 1000W
Electrical endurance: 105 cycles
Mechanical endurance: 107 cycles
Time basis: quartz
24 hours + week program
Working precision: ≤2 sec/day(25oC)
min.programmable interval: 1minutes
Power reserve:min. 15 days
Ambient temperature: -10oC~+40oC
Humidity: 35-85%RH

SGTM-15

Technical Date
Consumption: 2.5VA
Contact: 1NO
Contact capacity:
16A/250V AC (COSφ=1)
4A/250V AC (COSφ=0.6)
Electrical endurance: 105 cycles
Mechanical endurance: 107 cycles
24 hours  96 segments
min.programmable interval: 15minutes
Ambient temperature: -10oC~+50oC

Technical Date
Consumption: 2.5VA
Contact capacity: 16A/250V ACcycles
Electrical endurance: 105 cycles
Mechanical endurance: 107 cycles
24 hours program  48 segments
min.programmable interval: 30minutes
Ambient temperature: -20oC~+50oC
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SGPM Series
Measuring Device

Technical data
Standard

Rated insulation

Temperature range

Terminal capacity(Max)

Type of terminal

Module width

Confirming to EN / IEC60051-1-2

600V AC

-25oC~+40oC

6mm2

Pin type

36mm

SGPM-45A Ammeter
Rated Frequency: 50Hz
Power Consumption: 1.5VA
Accuracy: Class 1.5
Temperature Range: -25oC~+40oC
Insulation Voltage: 600V

SGPM-45V Voltmeter
Rated Frequency: 50Hz
Power Consumption: 3.5VA
Range: 0-600V.0-300V
Accuracy: Class 2.5
Temperature Range: -25oC~+40oC
Insulation Voltage: 600V

SGPM-D45A Ammeter
Display: 3 1/2 Digitals
Accuracy: 0.5%
Standards: EN / IEC60051-1-2
Rated current: 0-10A AC,0-5A AC
Auxiliary voltage: 115/230V 50Hz
Power consumption: 1.8VA
Rated frenquency: 50Hz
Insulation voltage: 660V
Test voltage at 50Hz 1 min: 2000V
Terminal capacity(Max): 4mm2

SGPM-D45V Voltmeter
Display: 3 1/2 Digitals
Accuracy: 0.5%
Standards: EN / IEC60051-1-2
Rated voltage: 600VAC
Auxiliary voltage: 115/230V 50Hz
Power consumption: 1.8VA
Rated frenquency: 50Hz
Insulation voltage: 660V
Test voltage at 50Hz 1 min: 2000V
Terminal capacity(Max): 4mm2
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SGH Series
Insulated Busbars

Technical data
Standard

Rated insulation

Electric ratings

Type of terminal

Number of poles

Confirming to IEC664

500V

32A, 63A, 80A, 100A, 125A

Pin type and lug type

1P, 1P+N, 2P, 3P, 4P

Mode/specification Head space
Head-width/
Head-length

Quantity
(box)

Serial No
Box 

specification(cm)
Remarks

T - 1P - 210/32A 17.8 X 12 4 X 11.5 500 221   01 30X23X21

Needle
mode

T - 1P - 1000/32A 17.8 X 56 4 X 11.5 100 221   02 102X12X11

T - 2P - 210/32A 17.8 X 12 4 X 11.5 300 222   01 36X23X21

T - 2P - 1000/32A 17.8 X 56 4 X 11.5 50 222   02 102X18X8

T - 3P - 210/32A 17.8 X 12 4 X 11.5 200 223   01 28X23X20

T - 3P - 1000/32A 17.8 X 54 4 X 11.5 40 223   02 102X11X11

T - 1P - 220/80A 17.8 X 13 5 X 11.5 400 221   07 30X26X21

Needle
mode

T - 1P - 1000/80A 17.8 X 56 5 X 11.5 100 221   08 102X12X11

T - 3P - 210/80A 17.8 X 12 5 X 11.5 200 223   05 36X23X21

T - 3P - 1000/80A 17.8 X 54 5 X 11.5 30 223   06 102X11X11

T - 1P - 210/63A 17.8 X 12 4 X 11.5 500 221   03 30X23X21

Needle
mode

T - 1P - 1000/63A 17.8 X 56 4 X 11.5 100 221   04 102X12X11

T - 2P - 210/63A 17.8 X 12 4 X 11.5 300 222   03 36X23X21

T - 2P - 1000/63A 17.8 X 56 4 X 11.5 50 222   04 102X12X11

T - 3P - 210/63A 17.8 X 12 4 X 11.5 200 223   03 36X23X21

T - 3P - 1000/63A 17.8 X 54 4 X 11.5 30 223   04 102X11X11

T - 4P - 210/63A 17.8 X 12 4 X 11.5 200 224   01 36X23X26

T - 4P - 1030/63A 17.8 X 56 4 X 11.5 30 224   02 105X18X8



Mode/specification Head space
Head-width/
Head-length

Quantity
(box)

Serial No
Box 

specification(cm)
Remarks

T - 1P - 210/100A 17.8 X 16 6 X 11.5 500 221   09 30X23X21

Needle
mode

T - 1P - 1000/100A 17.8 X 56 6 X 11.5 100 221   10 102X12X11

T - 2P - 210/100A 17.8 X 12 6 X 11.5 300 222   05 36X23X21

T - 2P - 1000/100A 17.8 X 56 6 X 11.5 50 222   06 102X12X11

T - 3P - 1000/100A 17.8 X 54 6 X 11.5 20 223   07 102X12X10

T - 4P - 1030/100A 17.8 X 56 5 X 11.5 20 224   03 105X16X9

T - 1P - 210/125A 17.8 X 16 5 X 12.5 300 221   11 32X23X18

Needle
mode

T - 1P - 1000/125A 17.8 X 56 5 X 12.5 50 221   12 102X12X9

T - 2P - 210/125A 17.8 X 12 5 X 12.5 200 222   07 30X23X21

T - 2P - 1000/125A 17.8 X 56 5 X 12.5 50 222   08 102X18X10

T - 3P - 1000/125A 17.8 X 54 5 X 12.5 20 223   08 102X12X10

T - 1P - NC- 
1000/100A

27 X 37 8 X 12.5 100 221   13 102X12X11

Needle
mode

T - 2P - NC- 
1000/100A

27 X 36 8 X 12.5 50 222   09 102X12X11

T - 3P - NC- 
1000/100A

27 X 36 8 X 12.5 20 223   09 102X12X10

T - 4P - NC- 
1000/100A

27 X 36 8 X 12.5 20 224   04 102X12X10

T - 1P - N(DPN)- 
1000/63A

8.9 X 112 4 X 11.5 50 221   14 102X16X11

�8
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Mode/specification Head space
Head-width/
Head-length

Quantity
(box)

Serial No
Box 

specification(cm)
Remarks

  U - 1P - 210/32A 17.8 X 12 12-6 X 11.5 500 221   17 30X23X21

U mode

  U - 1P - 1000/32A 17.8 X 56 12-6 X 11.5 100 221   18 102X12X11

  U - 3P - 210/32A 17.8 X 12 10-6 X 11.5 200 223   10 28X23X20

  U - 3P - 1000/32A 17.8 X 54 10-6 X 11.5 40 223   11 102X11X11

  U - 3P - 210/32A 17.8 X 12 12-6 X 11.5 300 223   12 28X23X20

  U - 3P - 1000/32A 17.8 X 54 12-6 X 11.5 40 223   13 102X18X18

  U - 1P - 210/63A 17.8 X 12 12-6 X 11.5 500 221   19 30X23X21

U mode

  U - 1P - 1000/63A 17.8 X 56 12-6 X 11.5 100 221   20 102X12X11

  U - 1P - 1000/63A 9 X 13 12-6 X 11.5 200 221   21 102X11X9

  U - 1P - 1000/63A 27 X 37 12-6 X 11.5 100 221   22 102X11X9

  U - 2P - 210/63A 17.8 X 12 12-6 X 11.5 300 222   10 36X23X21

  U - 2P - 1000/63A 17.8 X 56 12-6 X 11.5 50 222   11 102X18X8

  U - 3P - 210/63A 17.8 X 12 12-6 X 11.5 200 223   14 36X23X21

  U - 3P - 1000/63A 17.8 X 54 12-6 X 11.5 30 223   15 102X11X11

  U - 4P - 220/63A 17.8 X 12 12-6 X 11.5 200 224   06 36X23X26

  U - 4P - 1030/63A 17.8 X 56 12-6 X 11.5 20 224   07 105X18X8

U - 4P - 1030/80A 17.8 X 56 12-6 X 11.5 20 224   08 106X13X15 U mode

U - 1P - 210/100A 17.8 X 12 12-6 X 11.5 400 221   23 30X23X21
U mode

U - 1P - 210/100A 17.8 X 56 12-6 X 11.5 80 221   24 105X12X10

Mode/specification
Head-width/head-

length
Quantity

(box)
Serial No Box specification(cm)

ASF/25-K 4 X 11.5 2000 225   01 36X23X21



SG-F/S   Series
Consumer Units

Technical data
Standard

Electric ratings

No. of mounted units

On-load current (A)

Allowable temperature-rise of enclosure

Protection degree

IEC60439-3

up to 100A, 230/400V, AC50/60Hz

2,4,6,8,12,15,18,24,36

100/1-phase, 63/3-phase

40

IP2XC

Surface Mounting Distribution Box

Category Modules Qty/Ctn(pcs) Master carton size Weight(kg)

SG-S02/T 2 ways 20 52X24X42.5 9.8

SG-S02/N 2 ways 20 52X24X42.5 9.8

SG-S04/T 4 ways 20 52X24X42.5 9.8

SG-S04/N 4 ways 20 52X24X42.5 9.8

SG-S06/T 6 ways 20 52X31.5X42.5 12

SG-S06/N 6 ways 20 52X31.5X42.5 12

SG-S08/T 8 ways 20 52X38.5X42.5 14

SG-S08/N 8 ways 20 52X38.5X42.5 14

SG-S12/T 12 ways 10 52X27X42.5 9

SG-S12/N 12 ways 10 52X27X42.5 9

SG-S18/T 18 ways 10 54.5X37.5X45.6 12

SG-S18/N 18 ways 10 54.5X37.5X45.6 12

SG-S24/T 24 ways 10 55X34.5X56 18

SG-S24/N 24 ways 10 55X34.5X56 18

SG-S36/T 36 ways 5 49.5X32.5X59.5 9.5

SG-S36/N 36 ways 5 49.5X32.5X59.5 9.5

�0
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Category Modules Qty/Ctn(pcs) Master carton size Weight(kg)

SG-F04/T 4 ways 20 52X29X47 9.8

SG-F04/N 4 ways 20 52X29X47 9.8

SG-F06/T 6 ways 20 53X37.5X47 12

SG-F06/N 6 ways 20 53X37.5X47 12

SG-F08/T 8 ways 20 53X46.5X47 14

SG-F08/N 8 ways 20 53X46.5X47 14

SG-F12/T 12 ways 10 53X29X47 9

SG-F12/N 12 ways 10 53X29X47 9

SG-F18/T 18 ways 10 56.5X53X41.5 12

SG-F18/N 18 ways 10 56.5X53X41.5 12

SG-F24/T 24 ways 10 54X36.5X62.5 18

SG-F24/N 24 ways 10 54X36.5X62.5 18

SG-F36/T 36 ways 5 52.5X36X57 11

SG-F36/N 36 ways 5 52.5X36X57 11

Flush Mounting Distribution Box



Distribution Board
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SGDB2 Type Distribution Board

STANDARD TPN,TYPE B DISTRIBUTION BOARDS

Type Descroption Pole
configuration

Outgoing
ways

SGDB�-� � way TPN ��5A TPN �

SGDB�-6 6 way TPN ��5A TPN 6

SGDB�-8 8 way TPN ��5A TPN 8

SGDB�-�� �� way TPN ��5A TPN ��

SGDB�-�6 �6 way TPN ��5A TPN �6

SGDB3 Type Distribution Board

Dual Split Load Consumer Units  Outgoing Ways Code

8Way Dual Split Load Board complete
With �X6�A RCDs and �X�00 Amp DP Isolator 8 SGDB�086

8Way Dual Split Load Board complete
With �X80A RCDs and �X�00 Amp DP Isolator 8 SGDB�088

��Way Dual Split Load Board complete
With �X6�A RCDs and �X�00 Amp DP Isolator �� SGDB���6

��Way Dual Split Load Board complete
With �X80A RCDs and �X�00 Amp DP Isolator �� SGDB���8

�6Way Dual Split Load Board complete
With �X6�A RCDs and �X�00 Amp DP Isolator �6 SGDB��65

�6Way Dual Split Load Board complete
With �X80A RCDs and �X�00 Amp DP Isolator �6 SGDB��68

��Way Dual Split Load Board complete
With �X6�A RCDs and �X�00 Amp DP Isolator �� SGDB���6

��Way Dual Split Load Board complete
With �X80A RCDs and �X�00 Amp DP Isolator �� SGDB���8

�0Way Dual Split Load Board complete
With �X6�A RCDs and �X�00 Amp DP Isolator �0 SGDB��06

�0Way Dual Split Load Board complete
With �X80A RCDs and �X�00 Amp DP Isolator �0 SGDB��08

SGDB1 Type Distribution Board

Type of 
Incomings

Switch-Isolator 

�00/��5A
MCCB �00/��5A RCCB �00/��5A

Ways Ordering Code

�� SGDB�-��� S SGDB�-��� E SGDB�-��� R 

�8 SGDB�-��8 S SGDB�-��8 E SGDB�-��8 R 

�� SGDB�-��� S SGDB�-��� E SGDB�-��� R 

�6 SGDB�-��6 S SGDB�-��6 E SGDB�-��6 R 
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Metal Distribution Board

� Phase Distribution Board

Way Transparent Teakwood Wallnut

8 SGDB�-T08 SGDB�-K08 SGDB�-W08

�� SGDB�-T�� SGDB�-K�� SGDB�-W12

�6 SGDB�-T�6 SGDB�-K�6 SGDB�-W16

SGDB4 Metal Distribution Board

� Phase Distribution Board

Type Way
Capacity of �7.8mm module

Incomer+Outgoing
Sheet 

thickness

SGDB�-��/� � ��  �.�

SGDB�-�8/� 6 �8 �.�

SGDB�-��/� 8 �� �.�

SGDB�-�6/� �� �6 �.�

TYPE AMPS AL,CONDR CU CONDR

SGCS�-�6A �6 �mm� �.5mm�

SGCS�-��A �� �6mm� �0mm�

SGCS�-6�A 6� �5mm� �6mm�

SGCS�-�00A �00 50mm� �5mm�

SGCS�-��5A ��5 75mm� 95mm�

SGCS�-�00A �00 �50mm� �85mm�

SGCS1 Changeover Switch



Change Over & Gear Switch
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Type Amps Al,condr Cu Condr

SGCS�-�6A �6 �mm� �.5mm�

SGCS�-��A �� �6mm� �0mm�

SGCS�-6�A 6� �5mm� �6mm�

SGCS�-�00A �00 50mm� �5mm�

SGCS�-��5A ��5 75mm� 95mm�

SGCS�-�00A �00 �50mm� �85mm�

SGCS2 Changeover Switch

APPLICATIONS

Type Nominal
rating le

Utilzation category 
at ue ��5V to 

BS/EN609�7-�

�50V DC
rating to
BS5��9

Poles Switch-
disconnector

Switch-
disconnectou-fuse-

HRC

HRC 
fuses 
fitted

AC��A AC��A DC�� Lith NO Lith NO

SGGS�-�0A �0A

�0A - �0A# SPSN - �5MXSC�F* �0SA�

�0A - �0A# DP �5MXD� �5MXDC�F* �0SA�

�0A ��A - TPN �5MXTN� �5MXTNC�F* �0SA�

SGGS�-��A ��A

��A - ��A SPSN - �0MXSC�F* ��SB�

��A - ��A DP �0MXD� �0MXDC�F* ��SB�

��A ��A - TPN �0MXTN� �0MXTNC�F* ��SB�

SGGS�-6�A 6�A

6�A - 6�A SPSN - 60MXSC�F* 6�SB�

6�A - 6�A DP 60MXD� 60MXDC�F* 6�SB�

6�A �9A - TPN 60MXTN� 60MXTNC�F* 6�SB�

SGGS�-�00A �00A

�00A - �00A SPSN - �00MXSC�F* �00SD5+

�00A - �00A DP �00MXD� �00MXDC�F �00SD5+

�00A 5�A - TPN �00MXTN� �00MXTNC�F �00SD5+

SGGS�-��5A ��5A ��5A 5�A - TPN ��5MXD� ��5MXTNC�F ��5SD6+

SGGS�-�00A �00A �00A 5�A �00A TPN �00MXTN� �00MXTNC�F �00SD6+

SGGS1 Gear Switch 
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Busbar Chamber 

APPLICATIONS

Nominal
unit rating

List NO. According to nominal length,mm

550 900 ��50 �800

�00A ��� BBC ��� BBC ��� BBC ��6 BBC

�00A ��� BBC ��� BBC ��� BBC ��6 BBC

�00A ��� BBC ��� BBC ��� BBC ��6 BBC

6�0A 6�� BBC 6�� BBC 6�6 BBC

800A 8�� BBC 8�� BBC 8�6 BBC 

SGBC1 Busbar Chamber 

Nominal length
mm

A B C D E F G

mm mm mm mm mm mm mm

1800 1812 364 222 280 1724 862 6

1350 1362 364 222 280 1274 - 4

900 912 364 222 280 824 - 4

550 562 364 222 280 474 - 4

Dimensions

Application
   Busbar chamber system is designed to provide either compact, wall-mounting installations 
or-by using optional pedestal sets-easily assembled switchboards.

   Every facility is provided to enable it to be mounted easily and economically to busbar 
chambers which can be apploed either to a suitable load-bearing vertical surface or by means of 
a pedestal set, affixed to a vertical surface which need not be load-bearing. these are produced 
in �00, �00, �00, 6�0,and 800 Amp.
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SGDB1 Waterproof Panel Board

-Body and door manufactured in �.5 mm sheet steel.
-Mounting plate in �.5 mm sheet steel.

Construction  IP65 to 60529 NEMA4

Single Door
Extemal

dimension(mm) Mounting plates 

Metal insul.pert.

mounting
plate adjustable

supports     

�9"RAC
swing frame

Intermal
doors

Height Width Depth

�50 �00 �50 ●　　●　　●

�00 �50 �50 ●　　●　　●

�00 �50 �00 ●　　●　　● ●

�00 �00 �50 ●　　●　　●

�00 �00 �00 ●　　●　　● ●

�00 �00 �50 ●　　●　　● ●

�00 �00 �00 ●　　●　　● ●

�00 �00 �00 ●　　●　　● ●

�00 600 �50 ●　　●　　● ●

�00 600 �00 ●　　●　　● ●

500 �00 �50 ●　　●　　●

500 �00 �00 ●　　●　　● ● ●

500 �00 �50 ●　　●　　● ● ●

500 500 �50 ●　　●　　● ●

600 �00 �50 ●　　●　　●

600 �00 �00 ●　　●　　● ● ●

600 �00 �50 ●　　●　　● ● ●

600 500 �50 ●　　●　　●

600 500 �00 ●　　●　　● ●

600 500 �50 ●　　●　　● ●

600 600 �50 ●　　●　　● ● ●

600 600 �00 ●　　●　　● ● ●

700 500 �00 ●　　●　　● ● ●

700 500 �50 ●　　●　　● ● ●

800 600 �00 ●　　●　　● ● ●

800 600 �50 ●　　●　　● ● ● ●

800 600 �00 ●　　●　　● ● ● ●

800 800 �00 ●　　●　　● ●

800 800 �00 ●　　●　　● ●

�000 600 �50 ●　　●　　● ● ●

�000 600 �00 ●　　●　　● ● ●

�000 800 �50 ●　　●　　● ● ●

�000 800 �00 ●　　●　　● ● ●

�000 �000 �00 ●　　●　　● ●

��00 800 �00 ●　　●　　● ●

��00 �000 �00 ●　　●　　● ●

Double Doors
Extemal
dimension(mm) Mounting plates 

�9"RAC
swing frame

Intermal
doors

Height Width Depth

�50 �00 �50 ●　　●　　●

�00 �50 �50 ●　　●　　●

�00 �50 �00 ●　　●　　●

�00 �00 �50 ●　　●　　●

�00 �00 �00 ●　　●　　●

�00 �00 �50 ●　　●　　● ●

�00 �00 �00 ●　　●　　●

�00 �00 �00 ●　　●　　●

�00 600 �50 ●　　●　　●

�00 600 �00 ●　　●　　●

500 �00 �50 ●　　●　　●

500 �00 �00 ●　　●　　● ●

500 �00 �50 ●　　●　　● ●

500 500 �50 ●　　●　　●

600 �00 �50 ●　　●　　●

600 �00 �00 ●　　●　　● ●

600 �00 �50 ●　　●　　● ●

Double Doors

Single Door
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Breaking capacity

Rated current of frame size                     lnm

Rated Current                                            ln

Rated insulation voltage                           Ui

Rated operating voltage                           Ue

Number of poles

Rated current of the N pole

lcu AC�00V/50HZ 0-CO                      (kA)
Rated ultimate short-circuit breaking capacity

lcu AC�00V/50HZ 0-CO                       (kA)
Rated service short-circuit breaking capacity
lcm/cos ф lcu AC�00V/50HZ 0-CO             (kA)
Rated short-circuit making capacity

Rated remnant current short-circuit making 
Capactiy (l  m)KA/cosф

Rated current of remnant motion l  n          (mA)

Rated current of remnant no-motion l  no    (mA)

lcm(peat)  lcu AC�00V/50HZ Is
Rated short-time withstand current              (kA)
Uimp
Rated impulse withstand voltage                   (V)

Dielectric property                                         (V)

Endurance

Total cycles

Electrical endurance

Mechanical endurance

lonization distance                              (mm)

Over current 
trip unit

Thermal magnetic release

Intelligent trip unit

Utilization 
category

Main circuit

Auxiliary circuit

W(mm)

L(mm)

H(mm)

�P

�P

�P

�P

�P

�P

Outine 
dimensions

Weight

Fixed version           �P/�P

Plug-in version        �P/�P

Draw-out version     �P/�P

B N

�60(�00)

��.5,�6,�0,�5,��,�0,50,6�,

80,�00,��5,�60(�00)

500V

��0V

�

W H

L

=In

�5

�8.75

�0/0.�

�6

�7

��5/0.�5

�0000

�500

�0000

�000

�7000

≤30/0

A/O

AC-�5

�0(�P)

��0

70

0.9�/�.�

B N B N

�00 �00L

��.5,�6,�0,�5,��,�0,50

6�,80,�00,��5,�60(�00)

500V

��0V�00V

L=��

=In

�5 �6 �5 �6

�8.75 �7 �8.75 �7

�0/0.� ��5/0.�5

9/0.5

�0 50 �00 �00

�5 �5 50 �50

�0000

�500

�5000

�500

��500

≤30/0

A/O

AC-�5

60(�P)

��0

70

0.9�/�.�

60(�P)

�55

70

B N S

6� 6�L

�0,��.5,�6,�0,�5,��,

�0,50,6�

�00V

�00V

L=��/�

=In

�0

�0

�0/0.�

�0

�5

��5/0.�5

50

�7.5

�05/0.75

9/0.5

�0 �00 �00

�5 50 �50

�0000

�500

�0000

�500

8500

≤30/0

A/O

AC-�5

76

��0

70

0.9�/�.�

�0�

��0

70

�.�/�.5

�0�

�55

70

Technical data

SGM1 series
Moulded Case Circuit Breaker

Model SGM�-�60 SGM�-�00 SGM�-6�

�8



Breaking capacity

Rated current of frame size   lnm

Rated Current                           ln

Rated insulation voltage          Ui

Rated operating voltage          Ue

Number of poles

Rated current of the N pole

Rated remnant current short-circuit making 

Capactiy (l  m)KA/cosф

Rated current of remnant motion l  n         (mA)

Rated current of remnant no-motion l  no  (mA)

lcm(peat)  lcu AC�00V/50HZ Is
Rated short-time withstand current       (kA)

Uimp
Rated impulse withstand voltage            (V)

Dielectric property                 (V)

Endurance

Total cycles

Electrical endurance

Mechanical endurance

lonization distance             (mm)

Over current 
trip unit

Thermal magnetic release

Intelligent trip unit

Utilization 
category

Main circuit

Auxiliary circuit

W(mm)

L(mm)

H(mm)

�P

�P

�P

�P

�P

�P

Outine 
dimensions

Weight

Fixed version    �P/�P

Plug-in version  �P/�P

Draw-out version  �P/�P

W H

L

B N S

��5 ��5L

��.5,�6,�0,�5,��,�0,50,6�,8�,

�00,��5

�00V

�00V

�/� L=�

=ln

�0

�0

�0/0.�

�5

�7.5

7�.5/0.�5

50

�7.5

�05/0.�5

�0000

�500

�0000

�500

8500

≤�0/0

A/0

AC-�5

76

�0��0�

��0

��0 �55

70

70 70

0.9�/�.�

�.�/�.5

9/0.5

�0 �00 �00

�5 50 �50

B N S X

�60 �60L

��,�0,50,6�,80,�00,

��5,�60

�6,�0,�5,��,

�0,50,6�,80,

�00,(��5)

690V

�00V

�/� L=�

=ln

�0

�0

��/0.�

�5

�7.5

7�.5/
0.�5

50

�7.5

��0/
0.�5

70

70

��0

�9/0.5

�00 �00

50 �50

8000

�000

8000

�000

7000

≤�0/0※

A/0

AC-�5

90

��0

��0

��0

70

70

�.�/�.6

�.�/�.8

��0

��0

70

90

��0

��0

��0

70

70

�.�/�.6

�.�/�.8

N S H G X

�50（��5） �50L �50X

��5,�60(�80),�00(��5),

�50(��5)

690V

�00V

�/� L=�

=ln

�5

�5

77/
0.�5

50

�7.5

���/
0.�5

65

�8.75

���/
0.�

85

5�

�78/
0.�

�00

�00

��0

��/0.�

�00 �00

50 �50

500

�50

8000

�000

8000

�000

7000

≤�0/0※

A/B

AC-�5

�05

��0

�70

�70

�0�.5

�0�.5

��0

��0

�0�.5

�.7/�.5

�.�/�.�

�.6/�.6

��.5/5.5

�.6/6

5/6.�

�05

��0

�5�/��9①

�0�.5

�0�.5

5

8.�

9

�5�/��9①

Model SGM�-��5 SGM�-�60 SGM�-�50

lcu AC�00V/50HZ 0-CO                                (kA)

Rated ultimate short-circuit breaking capacity

lcu AC�00V/50HZ 0-CO                                 (kA)

Rated service short-circuit breaking capacity

lcm/cos ф lcu AC�00V/50HZ 0-CO             (kA)

Rated short-circuit making capacity

�9
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Breaking capacity

Rated current of frame size   lnm

Rated Current                           ln

Rated insulation voltage          Ui

Rated operating voltage          Ue

Number of poles

Rated current of the N pole

Rated remnant current short-circuit making 

Capactiy (l  m)KA/cosф

Rated current of remnant motion l  n         (mA)

Rated current of remnant no-motion l  no   (mA)

lcm(peat)  lcu AC�00V/50HZ Is

Rated short-time withstand current             (kA)

Uimp

Rated impulse withstand voltage                   (V)

Dielectric property                       (V)

Endurance

Total cycles

Electrical endurance

Mechanical endurance

lonization distance             (mm)

Over current 
trip unit

Thermal magnetic release

Intelligent trip unit

Utilization 
category

Main circuit

Auxiliary circuit

W(mm)

L(mm)

H(mm)

�P

�P

�P

�P

�P

�P

Outine 
dimensions

Weight

Fixed version    �P/�P

Plug-in version  �P/�P

Draw-out version  �P/�P

W H

L

N

�00(6�0)

�50,��5(�50),

�00,500,6�0

690V

�00V

�/� L=�

=ln

�5

�5

70/
0.�5

8000

�000

8000

�000

�000

≤60/0※

A/B

AC-�5

��0

�8�

�5�

�0�.5

5.�/7.�

6.5/8.5

�9/0.5

�00 500 �000

�50 �50 500

S H G X

�00X

�50,��5(�50),�00

�50,��5

(�50),�00

50

�7.5

��0/
0.�5

70

5�.5

�5�/
0.�

85

5�.5

�87/
0.�

�00

�00

�00

�00

50

6.5/8.7 

�5�

�0�.5

��0

�8�

�60

�0�.5

5

8.2

9 

�60

�0�.5

N S H G X

800(6�0)

�00,500,6�0(700),800
�00,500

6�0

690V

�00V

�/�

=ln

690V

�00V

�/�

�5

�5

70/
0.�5

50

�7.5

��0/

0.�5

70

0.�5

�5�/0.�

85

5�.5

�87/0.�

�00

�00

�00

8000

�000

5000

�000

�000

≤80/0※

A/B

AC-�5

�0

��0

�80

�68

�0�.5

9.6/��.5

��.�/�5.�

�68

�0�.5

�06

�06

�0�.5

�5

�5.�

�0�.5

S H G

�600(��50)

800,�000,��50,�600

690V

�00V

�/�

=ln

65

50

�05/0.�5

85

50

���/0.�

�00

50

��0/0.�

8000

�000

�000

500

�500

≤80/0※

A/B

AC-�5

�0

��0

�80

�06

��8.5

�06

��8.5

�7.�/��.�

��/�0.�

Model SGM�-�00 SGM�-6�0
SGM�-800

SGM�-��50
SGM�-�600

lcu AC�00V/50HZ 0-CO                                (kA)

Rated ultimate short-circuit breaking capacity

lcu AC�00V/50HZ 0-CO                                 (kA)

Rated service short-circuit breaking capacity

lcm/cos ф lcu AC�00V/50HZ 0-CO             (kA)

Rated short-circuit making capacity
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Ieft mounted

Handle

Right mounted

ON

OFF

�00、�00

�08、�08

��0、��0

��8、��8

��0、��0

��8、��8

��0、��0

��6、��6

��8、��8

��0、��0

��8、��8

�60、�60

�68、�68

�78、�78

Accessory code Accessory

��6、��6

�70、�70

No accessory

Alarm contact

Shunt release

Shunt release, Alarm contact

Auxiliary contact

Auxiliary contact, 
Alarm contact

Under-voltage release

Under-voltage release, 
Alarm contact

Shunt release, Auxiliary 
contact alarm

Auxiliary contact, 
Alarm contact

Auxiliary contact alarm 
contact, Under-voltage release

�P-�P

Model

�P-�P �P-�P �P-�P

SGM�-��5
SGM�-�60

SGM�-�50
SGM�-�00

SGM�-6�0
SGM�-800

SGM�-��50
SGM�-�600

Under voltage release (MN)

Auxiliary contact (OF)

Shunt release (MX)Alarm contact

Plug-in base

Magnetic operation device

Motor operation device

Rotary handle
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MGM1 series
Moulded Case Circuit Breaker

Model MGM�-6� MGM�-��5 MGM�-��5 MGM�-�50

Number of poles � � � � � � � � � � �

Frame size current 6� ��5 ��5 �50

Rated current(A) 
�0,�6,�0,�5,��,

�0,50,6�

�6,�0,�5,��,�0,

50,6�,80,�00
�00,��5,�60,�80,�00,��5 �00,��5,�50

Rated insulation voltage(V) 500 800 800 800

Rated operational  voltage(V) �80/�00/��5 �80/�00/��5/690 �80/�00/��5/690 �80/�00/��5/690

Arcing distance (mm) ≤50 ≤50 ≤50 ≤50

Breaking capacity code S H H H S H R H H S H R H H S H R H

Frame size rated 

current(A)
6� 6� 6� �00 �00 �00 �00 �00 �55 �55 �55 �55 �55 �50 �50 �50 �50 �50

Ultimate 
short-
circuit 

breaking 
capacity 

Icu
(kA,RMS)

AC �80V/

�00V/��5V
�5 �5 �5 50 �5 50 65 50 50 �5 50 65 50 50 �5 50 65 50

AC 690V - - - 8 � 8 �0 8 8 5 8 �0 8 8 5 8 �0 8

Service 
short-
circuit 

breaking 
capacity 

Ics
(kA,RMS)

AC �80V/

�00V/��5V
7.5 �7.5 �7.5 �5 ��.5 �5 ��.5 �5 �5 ��.5 �5 ��.5 �5 �5 ��.5 �5 ��.5 �5

AC 690V - - - � �.5 � 5 � � �.5 � 5 � � �.5 � 5 �

Fixed type ■ ■ ■ ■

Rear connection ■ ■ ■ ■

Plug in type ■ ■ ■ ■

Shunt release ■ ■ ■ ■

Under-voltage ralease ■ ■ ■ ■

Auxiliary contact ■ ■ ■ ■

Alarm contact ■ ■ ■ ■

Technical Data
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Model MGM�-�00 MGM�-6�0 MGM�-800 MGM�-��50

Number of poles � � � � � � �

Frame size current �00 6�0 800 ��50

Rated current(A) ��5,�50,��5,�50,�00 �00,500,6�0 6�0,700,800 700,800,�000,��50

Rated insulation voltage(V) 800 800 500 500

Rated operational  voltage(V) �80/�00/��5/690 �80/�00/��5/690 �80/�00/��5 �80/�00/��5

Arcing distance (mm) ≤�00 ≤�00 ≤�00 ≤�00

Breaking capacity code S H R S S H R S H R H H

Frame size rated current(A) �00 �00 �00 �00 6�0 6�0 6�0 6�0 800 800 800 ��50

Ultimate short-circuit 

breaking capacity Icu

(kA,RMS)

AC �80V/

�00V/��5V
�5 50 70 �5 �5 50 70 50 60 70 60 65

AC 690V �0 �� �5 �0 �� �� �� - - - -

Service short-circuit 

breaking capacity Ics

(kA,RMS)

AC �80V/

�00V/��5V
�7.5 �5 �5 �7.5 �7.5 �6 �5 �6 �0 �5 �0 ��.5

AC 690V 5 6 7.5 5 6 6.5 6 - - - -

Fixed type ■ ■ ■ ■

Rear connection ■ ■ ■ ■

Plug in type ■ ■ ■ ■

Shunt release ■ ■ ■ ■

Under-voltage ralease ■ ■ ■ ■

Auxiliary contact ■ ■ ■ ■

Alarm contact ■ ■ ■ ■



Release

Inverse time breaking action property of the over current releasing of the breaker ( for power 

distribution) at the status that all poles are electrified simultaneously

Inverse time-delay breaking action property of the over current releasing of the breaker(for motor 

protection) at the status that all poles are electrified simultaneously(conforms to IEC60947-3)

NO. Test current I/In Conventional time Initial status

�
Convent ional  non-t r ip 

current
�.05 2h(In>63A),Ih(In≤63A) Cold status

� Conventional trip current �.�0 2h(In>63A),Ih(In≤63A) Right after test no. �

Serial No. Setting current Conventional time Start-up status Remark

� �.0In >�h Cold status

� �.�In ≤2h
Right after test number 

�

� �.5In
≤4min Cold status 10≤In≤225

≤8min Cold status 225≤In≤630

� 7.�In
4s≤t≤10s Cold status 10≤In≤225

6s≤t≤20s Cold status 225≤In≤630

1.Body(fixed type)
�.Plug-in type
�.Rear connection
�.Under-voltage release
5.Shunt release
6.Alarm contact
7.Auxiliary contact
8.Motor operation mechanism 

9.Magnetic operation mechanism
�0.Motor operation mechanism
��.Operation with handle
��.DIN rail adaptor
��.Mechanical interlock
��.Boxing terminal
�5.Front connection plate

�6.Terminal shield

�5

�

�

5

8

9

�0

��

��

��

�6
��

7

6

�5

�

�

��
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ATS1 series
Automatic Transfer Switch

Application
   ATS� series automatic transfer switch (ATS) is suitable for the transfer between two power 
sources,common source (power supply I) and standby power supply (power supply II ),whose
rated voltage is below 50Hz,�00v (AC) when one power supply malfunctions to assure the safe,
and stable power supply. The setting mainly used for hospital, shopping center, bank, and che-
mical industry ,metallurgy, high building,military facilities etc important situation where power
breaking can't be allowed. Standard: IEC609�7-6-�,GB��0�8.��-�00�,etc.

Model
MCCB
Applied

No of pole and short
circuit breaking capacity

Rated current
Rated ultimate short circuit 

breaking capacity
lcu kA rated insulation 

voltage

L M

ATS�-6� MGM�-6� � Pole(L,M),� Pole
�0,�6,�0,�5,
��,�0,50,6�

�5 50

ATS�-�00 MGM�-�00 � Pole (L,M,H),� Pole
�0,�6,�0,�5,
��,�0,50,6�,

80,�00
�5 50

ATS�-�60 MGM�-�60 � Pole (L,M,H),� Pole �00,��5,��0.�60 �5 50

ATS�-��5 MGM�-��5 � Pole (L,M,H),� Pole
�00,��5,��0,�60,

�80,�00,��5
�5 50

ATS�-�00 MGM�-�00 � Pole (L,M,H),� Pole ��5,�50,��5,�50,�00 50 65

ATS�-6�0 MGM�-6�0 � Pole (L,M,H),� Pole �00,500,6�0 50 65

ATS�-800 MGM�-800 � Pole (L,M,H),� Pole 6�0,700,800 50 65

Technical Specification

Connecting Method

�5

      evitalar eroc eht no stekcos ��-� eht no eb lliw rellortnoC ;F si noitareneg ot krowten cirtcelE.�
   to the start-up of generators connected to DC power supply DC��V.
�. Internal power controller to provide a group of AC��0V/�A, when power tests abnormal, c-
   ommon point has been closed three second delay, electricity back to normal after three second 
  delay, electricity back to normal after three second delay disconnect.

      
   switch-off.
�. On the right, operating agencies have a bottom six core petrochem, on the left is Normal, the-  
    re are three points for Reserve use, all these have no contact, lights used for user access. 



ATS2 series
Automatic Transfer Switch

Model
MCCB
Applied

No of pole and short
circuit breaking capacity

Rated current
Rated ultimate short circuit 

breaking capacity
lcu kA rated insulation 

voltage

L M

ATS�-6� MGM�-6� � Pole(L,M),� Pole
�0,�6,�0,�5,
��,�0,50,6�

�5 50

ATS�-�00 MGM�-�00 � Pole (L,M,H),� Pole
�0,�6,�0,�5,
��,�0,50,6�,

80,�00
�5 50

ATS�-�60 MGM�-�60 � Pole (L,M,H),� Pole �00,��5,��0.�60 �5 50

ATS�-��5 MGM�-��5 � Pole (L,M,H),� Pole
�00,��5,��0,�60,

�80,�00,��5
�5 50

ATS�-�00 MGM�-�00 � Pole (L,M,H),� Pole ��5,�50,��5,�50,�00 50 65

ATS�-6�0 MGM�-6�0 � Pole (L,M,H),� Pole �00,500,6�0 50 65

ATS�-800 MGM�-800 � Pole (L,M,H),� Pole 6�0,700,800 50 65

Technical specification

Auxiliary wiring diagram of the terminal type 

�6

Note:

Note:

a. �,�,�, for the normal passive auxiliary terminals; normal when the switch-on � and � connected, normal 
    switch-off � and � connected; �,5,6 standby passive ausiliary terminals; standby switch-on � and 5 con-  
    nected, standby switch-off � and 6 connected,the process must be in the case of switching power; auxil-

iary terminals of the load current is not more than 0.�A; 
b. Map H�,H� for normal and standby switch-on Instructions AC��0V signal.
c. Dashed part is �P ATS passive terminals, total 8 PCS,7 N for normal power zero line; 8R N for Reserve 

power zero line.

a. �0�-�05 for the normal active auxiliary terminals; for access Reclosure indicator normal and normal ind-
icator Trip; �0�-�05 for the active Reserve auxiliary terminals; for access standby switch on lights and s-
tand-Trip indicator light; auxiliary terminals of the load current is not more than 0.�;

b. Map H�, H�, H�, H� for the Normal and standby switch-on signal AC��0V instructions.
c. Figure of �0� for the �P ATS connect to normal zero line, �0� for the � poleATS cinnect to standby zero

line, the diameter not less than 0.75mm.
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ATS3 series
Automatic Transfer Switch

Application
ATS� series automatic transfer switch is applicable for distribution net work of AC50Hz,rated voltage 
of �00V, it has �P and �P. 
ATS� series automatic transfer switch is used in hospitals,hotels,market ,post and communication, fire 
high building, industrial assembly line by widely. Standard: GB/T��0�8.6.

Type
ATS�-��5

monolithic type split type

Rated current �6, �5, �� �0, 6�,��5 �6, �5, �� �0, 6�,��5

Operating current �.5

Rated limit short 
circuit current �5

Life time
Mechanism 8000

Eletric �000

Pole �P �P �P �P �P �P �P �P �P �P �P �P

Weight �.� �.7 5.� 5 5.5 6.5 �.� �.7 �.� � �.5 5.5

operation cycle(s/t) �5

The Technology Characteristic

�7

Type ATS�-�00

Rated current(A) �60 �00 �50 ��5 �00

Operating current(A) 7

Rated limit short circuit 
current(A) �5

Life time

Mechamism 6000

Electric �000

Pole �P �P �P �P �P �P �P �P �P �P

Weight �6 �8 �7 �9 �8 �0 �8.5 �0.5 �9 ��

Operation cycle(s/t) �0

Type ATS�-�600 ATS�-��00

Rated current(A) 6�0 800 �000 ��50 �600 �000 �500 ��00

Operating current(A) �6

Rated working voltage(Ue) AC �00V

Rated limit short circuit 
current(A)

50 65

Life 
time

Mechanism �000

Electric �000

Pole �P �P �P �P �P �P �P �P �P �P �P �P �P �P �P �P

Weight �7 ��.5 �9 �6 �� �8 �8 57 56 67 6� 85.5 79.5 �0� 98 ��5

Operation cycle(s/t) �5 �0 �5 �5 �5 �5 �5 �5



ATS4 series
Automatic Transfer Switch

Main Technical Parameter
According to standard: IEC609�7-6-�   GB��0�8.��

Rated working voltage(Ue): AC�00V

Rated connecting capacity (A Rms):�0le

Rated breaking capacity (A Rms):8le

�8

Promissory heat 
current(A) �� �0 6� 80 �00 ��5 �60 �50 �00 6�0 �000 ��50 �600 �000 �500 ��00

Rated insulation 
voltage 750V �000V

The strength of 
insulation power �KV 5KV

Rated impulsion
endurance voltage 8KV ��KV

Rated
working

current(A)

AC-�� �� �0 6� 80 �00 ��5 �60 �50 �00 6�0 �000 ��50 �600 �000 �500 ��00

AC-�5 �� �0 6� 80 �00 ��5 �60 �50 �00 6�0 �000 �000 �600 �000 �00 �500

AC-�� �� �0 6� 80 �00 ��5 �60 �50 �00 6�0 800 800 �000 ��50 ��50 �600

Rated short time
endurance current 7KV 9KV ��KV �6KV

Rated limited short
circuit current 70KV �00KV ��0KV

Operating torque(N.m) �� �9 �6 �9 50 80

Motor
comsumpsion

Starting �00 ��5 �55 ��0 600

Normal 55 6� 7� 98 ��0

Transfer time(s) 0.�5 0.6 �.� �.5

Mechnical life (times) �0000 5500 �000 �000

Weight(Kg)
�poles 7.� 8 8.� �� �5 �0 �� �� 85 76 ��0

�poles 7.5 8.5 9 �6 �7 �6 �0 �9 95 98 ��5

Structure explain for switch

�. Electrical key-lock: control interior control power of switch, it can achieve complete automatism, remote control,
    compulsory on 'O' operation, once the electrical lock is on. When the lock is off, the switch can be operated manually.
�. Operating handle: the electrical lock must be off, when the operating handle is used.
�. Mechanism padlock: to avoid accident, the switch must bi on 'O', when maintain the special padlock, then pull padlock 

     ton nac ylno ton hctiws eht ,yltneuqesnoc ,hctiws fo rewop lortnoc roiretni eht tuc ot kcoldap eht gnillup( .kcol to  
operating automatically, but also can not do manually.)

�. Indication case: there indication ( I,0,II ) for state of indication switch.'I' shows the switch I is on,'II' shows the switch II
    is on, 'o' shows both of them are off.
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MGLS1 series
Load Switch

Application
   MGLS� series load switch is mainly applied to power distribution circuit with rated AC 50 Hz, rated vol-
tage up to 690V and rated working current up to ��00A for making and breaking or isolating the circuit. S-
tandard: IEC609�7-�, GB ��0�8.� etc.

Model and meaning

�9

Main technical parameter 
Conventional heating current     ��5 �60 �00 �50 ��5 �00 500 6�0 800 �000 ��50 �600 �000 �500 ��00

Rated isolating current 800 800 800 800 �000 �000 �000 �000 �000 �000 �000 �000 �000 �000 �000

Rated
working
current

AC
�00V

AC-��B ��5 �60 �00 �50 ��5 �00 500 6�0 800 �000 ��50 �600 �000 �500 ��00

AC-��B ��5 �60 �00 �50 ��5 �00 500 6�0 800 �000 ��50 �600 �000 �500 ��00

AC-��B ��5 �60 �00 �50 ��5 �00 500 500 800 �000 �000 �000 ��50 ��50 ��50

AC
690V

AC-��B ��5 �60 �00 �50 ��5 �00 �00 500 800 �000 ��50 �600 �000 �500 �500

AC-��B ��5 ��5 �60 �60 ��5 ��5 ��5 ��5 6�0 800 800 800 �000 �000 �000

AC-��B 50 6� �00 ��5 �00 �00 �00 �00 �50 500 500 500 800 800 800

DC
��0V

DC-�0B ��5 �60 �00 �50 ��5 �00 500 6�0 800 �000 ��50 �600 �000 �500 ��00

DC-��B ��5 �60 �00 �50 ��5 �00 500 6�0 800 �000 ��50 �600 �000 �500 �500

DC-��B ��5 ��5 �00 �50 ��5 �00 500 500 800 �000 ��50 ��50 �600 �600 �600

DC-��B ��5 �00 �60 �00 ��5 �00 �00 500 800 �000 ��50 ��50 ��50 ��50 ��50

DC
��0V

DC-�0B �00 ��5 �00 �50 ��5 �00 500 6�0 800 �000 ��50 �600 �000 �500 ��00

DC-��B �00 ��5 �00 �00 ��5 �00 �00 500 6�0 �000 ��50 ��50 ��50 ��50 ��50

DC-��B �00 ��5 �60 �00 ��5 �00 �00 500 500 �000 ��50 ��50 ��50 ��50 ��50

DC-��B 50 �00 �00 �00 �50 �50 �50 500 �00 6�0 �000 �000 �000 �000 �000

Rated short
current limit kA

�00V 50 80 80 50 �00 70 �00

690V 50

Rated short-time withstand 
current KA 9 �� 50

Service 
life 

(times
of 

operation)

Operation 
frequency

��0 60 �0 �0

Load times �600 �000 600 �00

Kiad times �00 �00 �00 �00

None load times ��00 800 500 �00

Operation torque(N.m) �0 ��.5 �7 50 60

�) With hiding port or isolating screen in case rated working voltage is 690V.
�) In series two poles according to polarity.

MG □ □ □ □LS J K1 /

Auxiliary contact code(represented by two bit of digit, fi-
rst one means the number of No

Contact, second one means the number of NC contact

Outside cabinet operation

�,� pole number (�poles,�poles)

Conventional heating current

C: side face operate, Z: conversion operate

Design code

Knife switch, load switch, isolating switch

Company code

□



Grounding failure

MGA1 series
Air Circuit Breaker

Intelligent Controller
Intelligent controller is one of the core components of the circit breaker,
Properties of the intelligent controller
     a. protective functions of over-load long time-delay and inverse time limit, short tim-delay and       
                inverse time limit, short time-delay definite time limit; instantaneous opercotion pretedion;
       b. Single-phase grounding failure protection;
       c. Display of setting current lr and operational current;
       d. Ampere meter;
       e. Over-load alarm;
       f. Short-circuit alarm;
       g. Testing of operation properties
Note: The breakers with telecommunication port are available to realize remote control to breaker 
through master computer.

Model MGA�-�000 MGA�-��00 MGA�-�000 MGA�-6�00

Frame level rated 
current Inm(A)

�000 ��00 �000 �000/5000/6�00

Number of poles �,� �,� �,�

Rated current In(A) (�00),6�0,800,�000,
��50,�600,�000

�000,�500,��00 �000 �000,5000,6�00

Icu(kA)

�00V 80 80(�00) 80(�00) ��0

690V 50 80 80 808

Ics=Icw
(kA)

�00V 50 80 80 �00

690V �0 65 65 65

Rated current at N-pole 
In(A)

50%In,�00%In 50%In,�00%In 50%In,�00%In 50%In,�00%In

Inherent making & 
breaking time

��~��ms ��~��ms ��~��ms ��~��ms

operating 
performances
(operations)

Electric life 500 500 500 500

Mechanical 
life

Maintenance-
free�500 

Maintinable �000

Maintenance-
free�500 

Maintinable �000

Maintenance-
free�500 

Maintinable �000

Maintenance-
free�500 

Maintinable �000

Mounting mode
Fixed、With-

drawable
Fixed、With-

drawable
Fixed、With-

drawable
Withdrawable

Arcing distance(mm) 0 0 0 0

Intelligent 
controller

Standard 
type (M)

■ ■ ■ ■

Telecommuni-
cation type(H) ■ ■ ■ ■

50
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Note:
�. When the breaker could realize over-load with long time delay,short-circuit with short time-delay and short-circuit instantaneous protections, the setting 
    ratings can not be over-lapped, and Ir�<Ir�<Ir�;
�. When the frame level is ��00A and above, the setting ratings range from �.0�In to 75kA

      b. Characteristics of long time-delay protection.

Protection performances of over-current release
      a. Ir and its error of the controller

      c.Characteristics of short time-delay protection.
For low over-current, inverse time-limit protection could be realized; when the over-current is>8Ir�, it will automatically change to be definite time-limit 
protection properties.
Refer to table below for time-limit properties.

   Note: Definite time-limit delay time(s): 0.��, 0.��, 0.��, 0.��.

Frame level rated current Inm (A)
Long timedelay Short timedelay  Instantaneous

Ir1 Error Ir2 Error Ir3 Error Ir4 Error

≥2000 (0.4~1)In ±10% (0.4~15)In ±10% 1.0In~50kA ±15%

Inm≤4000A (0.2~0.8)

In (Max.1200A, Min.200A)

Inm=6300A (0.2~1.0) In

±10%

1.05 Ir1 1.3 Ir1 1.5 Ir1 2.0 Ir1

>2h non-tripping <1h tripping 15s, 30s, 60s, 120s, 240s, 480s 8.4s, 16.9s, 33.7s, 67.5s, 135s, 270s

Setting delay time ts (s) Returnable time (s)

0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 0.06, 0.14, 0.23, 0.35

Ir2=(1~15)Ir1

5�



Fixed type structure explosion

Drawer type structure explosion

Structure

Intelligent controller

Drawers seat

Main body

Operating mechanism Handle

M o t o r - d r i v e n 
energy storote 
mechanism

Auxilliary 
contact

Shunt release

Cosing electromagnet

Under voltage release

Secondary connecting part
Arc chute

Secondary connecting part
Arc chute

Intelligent controller

Main body

Fixed plate

Operating mechanism Handle

M o t o r - d r i v e n 
energy storote 
mechanism

Auxilliary 
contact

Shunt release

Cosing electromagnet

Under voltage release

Body

5�



VS Series
HV Vacuum Circuit-breaker

Item Unit Data

Standard IEC60058 GB�98�89 JB�855 DL/T�0�

Rated voltage kV ��

Rated frequency Hz 50

Rated lingtning impulse withstand voltage ((peak) kV 75

Rated short-time power frequency withstand voltage(�min) kV ��

Rated short-circuit breaking current kA �0 �5 ��.5 �0

Rated current A
6�0
��50

6�0
��50

��50
�600
�000
�500
��50

��50
�600
�000
�500
��50

Rated short-time withstand current (Virtual value) kA �0 �5 ��.5 �0

Rated short-circuit making current kA 50 6� 80 �00

Rated short-ciucuit current duration s �

Breaking times of rated short -circuit breaking current Time 50(�0kA is �0)

Mechanical life Time �0000

Rated operation order  O-0.�S-CO-�80S-CO O-�80S-CO-�80S-CO

Rated operating voltage V AC/��0/��0,DC ��0/��0

VS1

5�

VS2

VS1 indoor AC high voltage Vacuum Circuit Breaker

Item Unit Data

Standard IEC6�7�-�00Z6069�

Rated Voltage kV �.6/7.�/��

Rated frequency Hz 50/60

Rated power frequency withstand voltage
kV

��

Rated lighting impact withstand voltage 75

Rated current A

6�0 6�0 6�0

��50 ��50 ��50

�600 �600 �600

Rated short-circuit bredking current

kA

�0 �5 ��.5

Rated short-time withstand curret �0 �5 ��.5

Rated peak withstand current (peak) 50 6� 80

Rated short-time making current(peak) 50 6� 80

Rated short-circuit breaking current times Times �0

Rated breaking current of single capacitor bank
A

6�0

Rated breaking current of back to back capacitor bank �00

Rated operating order O-0.�S-CO-�80S-CO(��.5kA as following)

Rated operating voltage V AC��0/��0      DC��0/��0

Mechanical life operation 
circulation �0000Times

Weight Kg ���

VS2 indoor Vacuum Circuit Breaker
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HV Vacuum Circuit-breaker

Item Unit Data

Standard GB�98�, JB�855

Rated voltage kV �0.5

Rated frequency Hz 50

Rated insulation level

� min power frequency withstand
voltage (Virtual value) kV 95

Rated linghtning impulse withstand
voltage (Virtual value) kV �85

Rated current A ��50 �600

Rated short-time withstand current kA �5 ��.5

Rated peak withstand current kA 6� 80

Rated short-circuit breaking current kA �5 ��.5

Rated short-circuit making current (peak) kA 6� 80

Rated short-circuit duration s �

Rated operation order O-0.�S-CO-�80S-CO

Breaking time ms ＜80

Breaking times of rated short-circuit breaking currrent time �0

Rated breaking current of capacitor bank A 6�0

Mechanical life time �0000

Rated operating voltage V AC/DC�00,AC/DC��0

VS3

VS4

Item Unit Data

Rated voltage kV ��

Rated frequency Hz 50

Rated current A 6�0

Rated short-circuit breaking current

kA

�0

Rated peak withstand current (peak) 50

Rated short-time withstand current �0

Rated short-circuit making current (peak) 50

Mechanical life Time �0000

Breaking times of rated short-circuit Time �0

Power frequency 
withstand
voltage (� min)

Dry

kV

��

Wet ��

Lightning impulse withstand voltage (peak) 75

Over current trip rated current A 5

Rated operating order O-0.�S-CO-�80S-CO

Rated operating voltage V AC/DC��0

Weight kg about 70

VS3 indoor AC high voltage Vacuum Circuit Breaker

VS4 outdoor HV Vacuum Breaker

5�



VS Series
HV Vacuum Circuit-breaker

Item Unit Data

Rated voltage �5 �� �6 �0.5

Rated insulation level
� min power frequency withstand voltage kA 50 60 70 95

Lightning impulse withstand voltage (peak) ��0 �50 �70 �95

Rated current A 6�0/�000/��50/�600/�000

Rated short-circuit breaking current kA �0/�5/��.5

Rated operating order Time O-0.�s-CO-�80s-CO

Breaking times of rated short-circuit breaking current �0

Bated short-circuit making current (peak) kA
50/6�/80

Rated peak withstand current kA

Rated short-time withstand current kA �0/�5/��.5

Rated short-circuit duration time s �

Average switch off speed �.6±0.� �.5±0.� �.5±0.� �.6±0.�

Average switch on speed 0.7±0.� 0.7±0.� 0.7±0.� 0.8±0.�

Contact closing bounce time
ms

≤5 ≤5 ≤5 ≤5

Three-phase switch-on/off synchroneity time difference ≤� ≤� ≤� ≤�

Switch-off time �0~60 �0~60 �0~60 �0~80

Switch-on time �0~��0 �0~��0 �0~��0 �0~��0

Mechamical life Time �0000

Rated operating voltage and auxiliary circuit rated voltage V
DC��0,��0

AC��0,��0

Each phase loop DC resistance ≤�00

Wearing thichness of moving & fixing contacts mm �

Weight kg �00 600 750 800

VS5

VS6

Item Unit Data

Rated voltage kV ��

Rated current A 6�0, �000, ��50

Rated insulation level

� min power frequency
withstand voltage

Dry

kV

��

Wet ��

Lightning impulse withstand  voltage (peak) 75

Rated frequency Hz 50

Rated short-circuit breaking current kV ��.5,�6,�0

Breaking times of rated short-circuit breaking current Time �0,��.5,50

Rated short-circuit making current (peak)

kA
��.5,�0,50

Rated peak withstand current

Rated short-time withstand current ��.5,�6,�0

Rated short-circuit current duration s �

Rated operating order O-0.�s-CO-�80s-CO

Mechanical life Time �000

Rated operating voltage V AC/DC��0

Over current trip rated current A 5

Weight kg �60

VS6 outdoor HV Vacuum Breaker

VS5 outdoor AC HV Vacuum Breaker

55



HV Vacuum Circuit-breaker

Item Unit
Data

�0kA �5kA ��.5kA �0kA
Rated voltage kV ��

Rated current A 6�0,��50 6�0,��50,�600 ��50,�600,�000 �000,�500,��50

Rated short-circuit breaking current kA �0 �5 ��.5 �0

Rated short-circuit making current (peak) kA 50 6� 80 �00

Rated peak withstand current kA 50 6� 80 �00

�S Rated short-eime withstand current kV �0 �5 ��.5 �0

Rated insulation 
level

Power frequency withstand voltage 
(rated open circuit before and later)

kV
��

Impulse withstand voltage (rated 
open circuit before and later) 75

Rated operating order O-0.�s-CO-�80s-CO O-�80s-CO-�80s-CO

Mechanical life Time �000

Breaking times of rated short-circuit breaking current Time �0 �0

Contact opening size mm ��±�

Overtravel mm �±�

Different period of three-phase switch on and off ms ≤�

Spring jumping time of contact switch on ms ≤�

Average switch-off speed m/s �.�±0.�

Average switch-on speed m/s 0.6±0.�

Switch-off time
Max operating voltage

s
≤0.06

Min operating voltage ≤0.08

Switch-on time s ≤0.�

Resistance of each phase main loop μΩ ≤50

VS7

VS8

Item Unit
Data

FZN�5-��D/T6�0-�0 FZRN�5-��D/T�00-��.5

Rated voltage kV ��

Rated current A 6�0 �00

Rated frequency Hz 50

Rated insulating 
level

�min.PF withstand voltage kV Arcing chamber gaps to earth phase to phase �� across open contacts

Lightning impulse withstand
voltage (peak) kV to earth phase to phase 75 across open contacts 85

Rated short-circuit withstand current kA �0

Rated short-circuit duration S �

Rated peak withstand current kA 50

Rated active load breaking current A 6�0

Rated breaking current of closed-loop A 6�0

Rated breaking current of charging cable A �0

Rated breaking no-load transformer capacity kVA �600

Rated short-circuit breaking current kA __ ��.5

Rated breaking transfer current A �000

Fuse model SDLAJ-�� SFLAJ-��

Output power of impinger J �-5

Rated short-circuit making current kA 80(prospective peak value)

Rated short-circuit duration of earthing switch kA �0

Rated short-circuit duration of earthing switch S �

Rated peak withstand current-earthing switch kA 50

Rated voltage of auxiliary loop V ≈��0 ≈��0

Mechanical life times �0000

VS8 indoor Vacuum Breaker Switch and fuse combination apparatus 

VS7 indoor AC HV Vacuum Circuit Breaker
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Type

SGC�-K06�0
SGC�-K060�
SGC�-K0600�
SGC�-K06008

SGC�-K09�0
SGC�-K090�
SGC�-K0900�
SGC�-K09008

SGC�-K���0
SGC�-K��0�
SGC�-K��00�
SGC�-K��008

Rated working voltage(V) 660(690)

Rated working 
current(A)

�80V
AC-� 6 9 ��
AC-� �.6 �.5 5

Rated heat current(A) �6 �6 �0

Connecting max. 
current(A)

�80V 60 90 ��0
660V 7� �08 ���

Breaking max.
current(A)

�80V �8 7� 96
660V 60 90 ��0

AC� capacity of phase 
� squirrel-cage motor 

AC�(kW)

��0V �.5 �.� �
�80V �.� � 5.5
660V � � 5.5

Operation frequency 
time/h

Electrical 
life

AC-� ��00
AC-� �00

Electrical life × �0� AC-� �00
AC-� �0

Mechanical life × �0� �000
Wire (mm�) �.5
Suitable fuse RT�6-�0 RT�6-�0

Number for contact

�P+NO
�P+NC

�NO
�NO+�NC

�P+NO
�P+NC

�NO
�NO+�NC

�P+NO
�P+NC

�NO
�NO+�NC

SGC1-K/EC Series
Mini Contactors
SGC�-K/EC Series AC Contactor is used for long-distance making and breaking in circuit with 
frequency AC 50Hz or 60Hz. rated voltage up to 690V and rated current up to ��A. The product, 
in combination with suitable thermal overload protects overload circuit. The product conforms to 
IEC609�7-�-�.

Type
SGC�-EC06�0
SGC�-EC060�
SGC�-EC06008

SGC�-EC09�0
SGC�-EC090�
SGC�-EC09008

Rated working voltage(V) 660(690)

Rated working current(A) �80V
AC-� 6 9

AC-� �.6 �.5

Rated heat current(A) �6 �6

Connecting max. current(A)
�80V 60 90

660V 7� �08

Breaking max.current(A)
�80V �8 7�

660V 60 90

AC� capacity of phase � squirrel-
cage motor AC�(kW)

��0V �.5 �.�

�80V �.� �

660V � �

Operation frequency time/h
Electrical 

life
AC-� ��00

AC-� �00

Electrical life × �0� AC-� �00

AC-� �0

Mechanical life × �0� �000

Wire (mm�) �.5

Suitable fuse NTOO-�6

Number for contact
�P+NO
�P+NC

�NO+�NC

�P+NO
�P+NC

�NO+�NC

SGC1-K Specifications

SGC1-EC Specifications
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SGC1-D/W Series
AC Contactor

SGC�-D/W series AC Contactor is suitable for using in the circuits up to the rated 
voltage 660V AC 50HZ or 60HZ, rated current up to 6�0A, for making, breaking, 
frequently starting & controlling the AC motor.Combined with the auxiliary 
contact block, timer delay & machine interlocking device etc, it becomes the delay 
contactor, mechanical interlocking contactor, star-delta starter. With the thermal 
relay, it is combined into the electromagnetic starter. The contactor is produced 
according to IEC/EN609�7-�, VDE0660&BS5�5�.

D09W D��W D�8W D�5W D��W D�0W D50W D65W D80W D95W

Rated operational 
current(A)AC-�,�80V

9 �� �8 �5 �� �0 50 65 80 95

Rated conventional heating 
current(A)AC-� �0 �0 �� �0 50 60 80 80 95 95

Rated insulation voltage(V) 690 690 690 690 690 690 690 690 690 690

Power of 
controlled 

�-phase cage 
motor(AC-

�)kW

��0V �.� � � 5.5 7.5 �� �5 �8.5 �� �5

�80V � 5.5 7.5 �� �5 �8.5 �� �0 �7 �5

660V 5.5 7.5 �0 �5 �8.5 �0 �7 �7 �5 �5

Operating 
frequency

(operations/
h)

Electric AC-� �,�00 �,�00 �,�00 �,�00 600 600 600 600 600 600

life AC-� �00 �00 �00 �00 �00 �00 �00 �00 �00 �00

Mechanical 
life

�,600 �,600 �,600 �,600 �,600 �,600 �,600 �,600 �,600 �,600

Electric life 
(x �0� 

operations)

AC-� �,000 �,000 �,000 �,000 800 800 600 600 600 600

AC-� �00 �00 �00 �00 �00 �50 �50 �50 �00 �00

Mechanical life (x �06 
operations)

�0 �0 �0 �0 8 8 8 8 8 8

Model

Items
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SGC1-D Series
AC Contactor

SGC�-D series AC Contactor is suitable for using in the circuits up to the rated voltage 
660V AC 50HZ or 60HZ, rated current up to 6�0A, for making, breaking, frequently 
starting & controlling the AC motor.Combined with the auxiliary contact block, timer 
delay & machine interlocking device etc, it becomes the delay contactor, mechanical 
interlocking contactor, star-delta starter. With the thermal relay, it is combined into 
the electromagnetic starter. The contactor is produced according to IEC/EN609�7-�, 
VDE0660&BS5�5�.

D09 D�� D�8 D�5 D�� D�0 D50 D65 D80 D95

Rated operational 
current(A)AC-�,�80V

9 �� �8 �5 �� �0 50 65 80 95

Rated conventional heating 
current(A)AC-� �0 �0 �� �0 50 60 80 80 95 95

Rated insulation voltage(V) 690 690 690 690 690 690 690 690 690 690

Power of 
controlled 

�-phase cage 
motor(AC-

�)kW

��0V �.� � � 5.5 7.5 �� �5 �8.5 �� �5

�80V � 5.5 7.5 �� �5 �8.5 �� �0 �7 �5

660V 5.5 7.5 �0 �5 �8.5 �0 �7 �7 �5 �5

Operating 
frequency

(operations/h)

Electric AC-� �,�00 �,�00 �,�00 �,�00 600 600 600 600 600 600

life AC-� �00 �00 �00 �00 �00 �00 �00 �00 �00 �00

Mechanical 
life

�,600 �,600 �,600 �,600 �,600 �,600 �,600 �,600 �,600 �,600

Electric life 
(x �0� 

operations)

AC-� �,000 �,000 �,000 �,000 800 800 600 600 600 600

AC-� �00 �00 �00 �00 �00 �50 �50 �50 �00 �00

Mechanical life (x �06 
operations)

�0 �0 �0 �0 8 8 8 8 8 8

Model
Items
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SGC�-F series AC Contactor is applicable to the circuits up to the rated voltage 
�000VAC 50Hz or 60Hz. rated current up to 780A. It can be used for long 
distance breaking circuit and frequently starting or controlling the motor. It also 
can be used for the control of distribution circuits of rated current from �00A to 
�600A.

Type
Conventional

resistive
current(A)

Rated current
(A)

Maximum power
of controlled AC-�
squirrel motor(kW)

�80V 660V �000V �80V 660V �000V

SGC�-F��5 �00 ��5 65 �0 55 80 65

SGC�-F�50 ��0 �50 80 50 75 �00 65

SGC�-F�85 �75 �85 95 65 90 ��0 �00

SGC�-F��5 ��5 ��5 ��5 80 ��0 ��9 �00

SGC�-F�65 �50 �65 �50 95 ��� �60 ��7

SGC�-F��0 �00 ��0 �85 ��5 �65 ��0 �60

SGC�-F�00 500 �00 ��5 �50 �00 �80 �85

SGC�-F500 700 500 �65 �85 �50 ��5 ��5

SGC�-F6�0 �000 6�0 ��0 ��5 ��5 �50 ��5

SGC�-F780 �500 780 �50 �00 �00 �75 �50

Type
Conventional

resistive
current(A)

��0V
[kw]

�00V
[kw]

660V
[kw]

 �000V
[kw]

SGC�-F ��5 �P. /...  . �00 80 ��5 ��0 ��0

SGC�-F �50 �P. /...  . �00 80 ��5 ��0 ��0

SGC�-F �85 �P. /...  . �75 90 �65 �70 �00

SGC�-F ��5 �P. /...  . �75 �00 �70 �90 ��0

SGC�-F �65 �P. /...  . ��5 ��0 �05 �60 5�0

SGC�-F ��0 �P. /...  . �80 ��0 �50 �90 6�0

SGC�-F �00 �P. /...  . �50 �70 �00 5�0 750

SGC�-F 500 �P. /...  . 6�0 ��0 ��0 7�0 9�0

SGC�-F 6�0 �P. /...  . 800 ��0 600 990 ��50

SGC1-F Series
AC Contactor
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SGP1-D Series
DC Operated AC Contactor

SGP�-D series DC Operated AC contactor is suitable for using in the circuit up 
to rated voltage 660VAC 50Hz or 60Hz, and in rated current 9-95A in AC-�/
�80V load circuits. For remote controlling circuit making,breaking and frequent 
starting AC motors. It can be also combined  with the auxiliary contact group, air 
delayer, thermal relay devices etc. It has specialities of equable & reliable action, 
quick while working.

Type

Rated
working
current

Ie A
(AC-�)

Rated
working
current
Ith A

 

Rated
working
voltage
Ue A

 

Rated
working
voltage
Ui A

 

Controlled Power (KW) Electrical 
life

(AC-�) �0�

Contacts
Number

��0V �80V ��5V ��0V 660V

SGP�-D09 9 �0

�80V

660V �.� � � � 5.5 660V

�P+NO
�P+NC

SGP�-D0�� �� �0 660V � 5.5 5.5 5.5 7.5 660V

SGP�-D0�8 �8 �� 660V � 7.5 9 9 9 660V

SGP�-D0�5 �5 �0 660V 5.5 �� �� �� �5 660V

SGP�-D0�� �� 50 660V 7.5 �5 �5 �5 �8.5 660V

SGP�-D0�0 �0 60

660V

660V �� �8.5 �� �� �0 660V

�P+NO
+NC

SGP�-D050 50 80 660V �5 �� �5 �0 �� 660V

SGP�-D065 65 80 660V �8.5 �0 �7 �7 �7 660V

SGP�-D080 80 ��5 660V �� �7 �5 �5 �5 660V

SGP�-D095 95 ��5 660V �5 �5 �5 �5 �5 660V

SG19 Series
Contactor for Power Factor Correction

SG�9 series changeover capacitor contactor is mainly applicable to a power 
line of AC 50Hz or 60Hz, rated working voltage up to �80V. It is used to put a 
low voltage parallel connected capacitor in operation or switch it Off in a low 
voltage reactive power compensation device. The contactor is equipped with a 
surge suppressor, which can effectively reduce the surge current passing through 
the capacitor at witching on and suppress the over-voltage at switching off. The 
product is in conformity with the standards IEC9�7-�-�.

Type
��0V
��0V
kVAR

�00V
��0V
kVAR

660V
690V
kVAR

Power poles

N/O      N/C N.m

SG�9-�5�� 6.7 ��.5 �9 � � �.7

SG�9-��0� 8.5 �6.7 �� - � �.7

SG�9-���� �0 �0 �9 � � �.5

SG�9-500� �5 �5 �6 - � �.5

SG�9-6��� �0 ��.� �8 � � 5

SG�9-80�� �5 �0 58 � � 5

SG�9-��5�� �0 60 9� � � 9
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SGC�-D mechanical interlocking contactor is suitable for using in the circuits up to the rated 
voltage 660V AC 50Hz, current 6�0A, for convertible controlling the motor. This mechanical 
interlocking device ensures contact changeover of the two convertible contactors. It conforms to 
IEC609�7-�-�.

SGC2-D Series
Mechanical Interlocking Contactor

SGC�-D series star-delta reduced voltage starter is suitable for starting motor in the circuit of 

AC 50/60Hz,voltage up to 660V and curren up to 95A. It is provided with a timer for automatic 

changeover of star-delta to reduce the voltage and current of motor starting.

SGC3-D Series
Star-delta Reduced Voltage Starter

Type
Rated operating current

AC�
�-phase motor capacity (KW)

��0V �80V ��5V ��0V
SGC�-D09� 9 � 7.5 7.5 7.5
SGC�-D��� �� 5.5 �� �� ��
SGC�-D�8� �8 �� �8.5 �� ��
SGC�-D�5� �5 �� �� �� ��
SGC�-D��� �� �5 �5 �� �0
SGC�-D�0� �0 �8.5 �7 �7 �7
SGC�-D50� 50 �0 55 59 59
SGC�-D65� 6� �� 55 59 59
SGC�-D80� 80 �7 75 75 75
SGC�-D95� 95 �5 80 80 80

Type
Rated current 

AC-�(A)

Controlledpower(KW)

��0V �80V ��5V ��0V 660V

SGC�-D090� 90 �.� � � � 5.5

SGC�-D��0� �� 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 7.5

SGC�-D�80� �8 7.5 7.5 9 9 �0

SGC�-D�50� �5 5.5 �� �� �� �5

SGC�-D��0� �� 7.5 �5 �5 �5 �8.5

SGC�-D�0�� �0 �8.5 �8.5 �� �� �0

SGC�-D50�� 50 �5 �� �5 �5 ��

SGC�-D6��� 6� �8.5 �0 �7 �7 �7

SGC�-D80�� 80 �� �7 �5 �5 �5

SGC�-D95�� 95 �� �5 �5 �5 ��



SGR2-D Series
Thermal Relay

SGR�-D series of thermal relay can be used in the circuit of 50Hz or 60Hz, rated insulation voltage 

660V, rated current 0.�-6�0A for protecting the phase break when the electric motor is overload. 

The relay has different mechanism and temperature compensation & can be plugged in SGC�-D 

series AC contactor. It is the most advanced thermal relay in the nineties in the world.

Type
Rated working 

current
of thermal relay

Thermal component

Rated 
current(A)

Rated or scale of
rated current(A)

Compatible AC
contactor

Back up fuse
aM       gl

SGR�-D��

SGR�-D ��0� 0.�6 0.0�-0.�6 SGC�-D09-�� 0.�5 �

SGR�-D ��0� 0.�5 0.�6-0.�5 SGC�-D09-�� 0.5 �

SGR�-D ��0� 0.�0 0.�5-0.�0 SGC�-D09-�� � �

SGR�-D ��0� 0.6� 0.�0-0.6� SGC�-D09-�� � �

SGR�-D ��05 �.0 0.6�-�.0 SGC�-D09-�� � �

SGR�-D ��06 �.6 �.0-�.6 SGC�-D09-�� � �

SGR�-D ��X6 �.0 �.�5-�.0 SGC�-D09-�� � 6

SGR�-D ��07 �.5 �.6-�.5 SGC�-D09-�� 6 �0

SGR�-D ��08 �.0 �.5-�.0 SGC�-D09-�� 8 �6

SGR�-D ���0 6.0 �.0-6.0 SGC�-D09-�� �� �0

SGR�-D ���� 8.0 5.5-8.0 SGC�-D09-�� �� �0

SGR�-D ���� �0.0 7.0-�0.0 SGC�-D��~�� �6 �5

SGR�-D ���6 ��.0 9.0-��.0 SGC�-D�8~�� �0 �5

SGR�-D ���� �8.0 ��.0-�8.0
SGC�-D�5 & -��

�5 50

SGR�-D ���� �5.0 �7.0-�5.0 �0 6�

SGR�-D��
SGR�-D ��5� �� ��.0-��.0 SGC�-D�� �0 80

SGR�-D ��55 �6 �8.0-�6.0
SGC�-D�0~95

�5 50

SGR�-D��

SGR�-D ��5� �� ��.0-��.0 �0 6�

SGR�-D ��55 �0 �0.0-�0.0
SGC�-D50~95

�0 �00

SGR�-D ��57 50 �7.0-50.0 6� �00

SGR�-D ��59 65 �8.0-65.0 SGC�-D65~95 6� �00

SGR�-D ��6� 70 55.0-70.0
SGC�-D80 & -95

80 ��5

SGR�-D ��6� 90 6�.0-80.0 80 ��5

SGR�-D ��65 9� 80.0-9�.0 SGC�-D95 �00 �60

6�
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SGE1-D Series
Magnetic Starter

SGE�-D magnetic starter is mainly applied to circuit of  AC 50 or 60Hz,voltage 
up to 550V for far distance making and breaking circuit and frequent start and 
control motor. It has the features of small volume, light weight, low power 
consumption, high efficiency, safe and reliable performance etc.

Code Number

Suitable
thermal
relay(A)

Maximum power AC� duty(KW)

Rated
current

(A)

Type of
enclosure

LL
(long life)

NL(�)
(normal life)

��0V
��0V

�80V
�00V

��5V ��0V 500V
660V
690V

- SGE� EC��5 SGE� EC��5 �.� �.� �� �� - - 6 -

SGE� D09�...
SGE� D09�...

-
-

SGR� D����
SGR� D����

�.� � � � 5.5 5.5 9
IP��
IP65

SGE� D���...
SGE� D���...

SGE� D09�...
SGE� D09�...

SGR� D���6 � 5.5 5.5 5.5 7.5 7.5 ��
IP��
IP65

SGE� D�88...
SGE� D�85...

SGE� D���...
SGE� D���...

SGR� D���� � 7.5 9 9 �0 �0 �8
IP��
IP65

SGE� D�58...
SGE� D�55...

SGE� D�88...
SGE� D�85...

SGR� D����
SGR� D��5�

5.5 �� �� �� �5 �5 �5
IP��
IP65

SGE� D��5... SGE� D�55... SGR� D��55 7.5 �5 �5 �5 �8.5 �8.5 �� IP55

SGE� D�05... SGE� D��5...
SGR� D��5�
SGR� D��55

�� �8.5 �� �� �� �0 �0 IP55

SGE� D505... SGE� D�05...
SGR� D��57
SGR� D��59

�5 �� �5 �0 �0 �� 50 IP55

SGE� D655... SGE� D505... SGR� D��6� �8.5 �0 �7 �7 �7 �7 65 IP55

SGE� D805... SGE� D655...
SGR� D��6�
SGR� D��65

�� �7 �5 �5 55 �5 80 IP55

SGE� D955... SGE� D805... SGR� D��65 �5 �5 �5 �5 55 �5 95 IP55
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SGV2-M Series
Motor Protection Circuit Breaker

SGV�-M series motor protection circuit breakers is mainly used for the overload and short circuit 

protection of the motor in AC 50/60Hz, up to 660V, 0.�-80A power circuit, as a full voltage starter 

to start and cut off the motor, under the AC� load or for the overload and short circuit protection of 

the circuit and power equipment in the power distribution network.

Type
Rated or scale of 
rated current (A)

Rated standard power of �-phase motors 50/60Hz in catescory AC-�

��0V �80V 660V ��0/��0V �00V/��5V 690V

KW KW KW
ICU ICS%(�) ICU ICS%(�) ICU ICS%(�)

KA KA KA

SGV�-M0� 0.�-0.�6 -- -- -- - - - - - -

SGV�-M0� 0.�6-0.�5 -- -- -- - - - - - -

SGV�-M0� 0.�5-0.� -- -- -- - - - - - -

SGV�-M0� 0.�-0.6� -- -- 0.�7 - - - - - -

SGV�-M05 0.6�-� -- -- 0.55 - - - - - -

SGV�-M06 �-�.6 -- 0.�7 �.� - - - - - -

SGV�-M07 �.6-�.5 0.�7 0.75 �.5 - - - - � 75

SGV�-M08 �.5-� 0.75 �.5 � - - - - � 75

SGV�-M�0 �-6.� �.� �.� � - - - - � 75

SGV�-M�� 6-�0 �.� � 7.5 - - �00 - � 75

SGV�-M�6 9-�� � 5.5 9 - - �5 50 � 75

SGV�-M�0 ��-�8 � 7.5 �� - - �5 50 � 75

SGV�-M�� �7-�� 5.5 �� �5 50 �00 �5 �0 � 75

SGV�-M�� �0-�5 5.5 �� �8.5 50 �00 �5 �0 � 75

SGV�-M�� ��-�� 7.5 �5 �6 50 �00 �0 50 � 75
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SGA�-D series auxiliary contact blocks is installed on the top of SGC�-D AC Contoctor or 

SGC�-F AC contactor for expanding the couples of auxiliary contacts points. Owing to adopting 

the contacting functions of sliding frictions, the item can be self-cleaning & ensure the electric 

circuit to be reliable.

SGA�-D timer delay auxiliary contact blocks are combined with SGC�-D AC contactor & SGA�-D 

Auxiliary contact block into SGC�-D star-delta reduced volt-age starter to start motor.

SGX�-D series control coil can be ��V upto 660V, 50HZ or 60HZ.

Contact Block

Type
SGA�-
DN0�

SGA�-
DN��

SGA�-
DN�0

SGA�-
DN��

SGA�-
DN�0

SGA�-
DN0�

SGA�-
DN��

SGA�-
DN��

Contact 
number

�NC NO+NC �NO �NO+�NC �NO �NC �NO+�NC �NO+�NC

Type Dclay range Number of the delay contacts

SGA�-DT0 0.�~�s

NO+NC

SGA�-DT� 0.�~�0s

SGA�-DT� �0~�80s

SGA�-DR� 0.�~�0s

SGA�-DR� �0~�80s

SGA�-DR� 0.�~�s

SPECIFICATIONS

SGX�-D�: Used for Contactor SGC�-D09 to SGC�-D�8

SGX�-D�: Used for Contactor SGC�-D�5 to SGC�-D��

SGX�-D6: Used for Contactor SGC�-D�0 to SGC�-D95

SGX�-FF: Used for Contactor SGC�-F��5 to SGC�-F�50

SGX�-FG: Used for Contactor SGC�-F�85 to SGC�-F��5

SGX�-FH: Used for Contactor SGC�-F�65 to SGC�-F��0

SGX�-FJ: Used for Contactor SGC�-F�00

SGX�-FK: Used for Contactor SGC�-F500

SGX�-FL: Used for Contactor SGC�-F6�0

SGX�-FK: Used for Contactor SGC�-F780
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Single Phase 
Static Energy Meter Series

Single Phase Static Energy Meter with Tamper and Fraud 
Protection and with Register,LED or LCD Display or �85 
Interface or Infrared Interface 

Single Phase Static Energy Meter is used for measuring the single phase a.c. active energy. It 

adopts the high quality long lifetime components and SMT manufacturing craft, and is reliable in 

performance. It conforms to IEC 6�05�-�� standard: Static meters for active energy (Class � and �). 

Maxge also can design and produce the meter as per the standards offered by the buyers. 

◎Accuracy:Class �.0; Class �.0

◎Rated current:�.5(6)A,�.5(�0)A, 5(�0)A,5(�0)A, 5(60), A�0(�0)A, �0(60)A,�0(�00)A,�5(��0)A

◎Rated voltage(Un):��0V,��0 V, ��0V, ��0V, ��0/��0V

◎Operation voltage:0.7Un~�.�Un

◎Rated frequency:50 or 60 Hz±5%

◎Max. display value:99999.9

◎Power consumption:≤1.0W,8VA

◎Operation temperature:-�5°C~55°C

◎Limited temperature:-�0°C~70°C

◎Operation humidity:≤100%RH

◎Lifetime:>�0 years 

General

Main Technical Parameter

Main function features

◎High accuracy: Adopting the high quality specializing metering chip; Stable errors; Good linear; 

High accuracy at low load; No need for calibration for a long term service. 

◎Stability and reliability: Wide range of operating voltage; Strong ability to withstand the 

disturbance, interference and overloading. 

◎Long lifetime: Adopting the advanced SMT manufacturing craft; High quality long lifetime of 

main components. 

◎Low Power Consumption: Adopting the best design; Low self power consumption. 

◎Tamper and fraud protection: With the protection function of the short circuit, the reversal 

connection of phase wire and neutral wire, and the neutral wire connecting to the earth. 

◎Convenient installation:Simple construction; Compact design; Light weight; With the same 

installation size of the electromechanical energy meter.

Type
Ref.

Voltage(v)
Ref.

Frequency
Rated Current

SGM7�/SGM7�L
��0V、��0V

��0V、��0V

50,60Hz

�.5(6)A,�.5(�0)A, 

5(�0)A,5(�0)A,

5(60)A, 5(100)A

�0(�0)A, �0(60)A,

�0(�00)A,�5(��0)A

SGM7�/SGM7�L ��0/��0V
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Three  Phase
Static Energy Meter Series

Three Phase  Static Energy Meter  with Tamper and Fraud 
Protection and with Register,LED or LCD Display or �85 
Interface  or Infrared Interface 

Three Phase  Static Energy Meter is used for measuring the three phase a.c. active energy. It adopts 

the high quality long lifetime components, the SMT manufacturing craft, the microprocessing and 

Electro Magnetic Compatibility(EMC)technology, and is reliable in performance.  It conforms to 

IEC 6�05�-�� standard: Static meters for active energy (Class � and �). Maxge also can design and 

produce the meter as per the standards offered by the buyers.

◎High accuracy: Adopting the high quality specializing metering chip; Reliable errors; Good linear; 

No need for calibration for a long term service.

◎Stability and reliability: Adopting the reset monitor and control electric circuit of software 

and hardware and the electromagnetic compatibility technology; Strong ability to withstand the 

disturbance and overloading.

◎Long lifetime: Adopting the advanced SMT manufacturing craft; High quality long lifetime of 

main components. 

◎Low Power Consumption: Adopting the best design; Low self power consumption.

◎Convenient installation: Simple construction; Light weight.

◎Accuracy: Class �.0 

◎Rated current:�×�.5(6)A、�×5(�0)A、�×5(�00)A、�×�0(�0)A、3×�0(100)A、�×�5(60)A、�×

�5(��0)A、�×�0(80)A、�×�0(�00)A、
 --5A, CT connected、etc.

◎Rated voltage(Un):�×��0/�80V, �×��0/�00V, �×��0/��5V

◎Operation voltage:0.7Un~�.�Un

◎Rated frequency:50 or 60 Hz±5%

◎Maximum display value:99999.9

◎Power consumption:≤2.0W,10VA

◎Operation temperature:-�5°C55°C

◎Limited temperature:-�0°C70°C

◎Operation temperature:≤100%RH

◎Lifetime:>�0years

Main Technical Parameter

Main function features

General

Type
Ref.

Voltage(v)
Ref.

Frequency
Rated Current

SGM9�/SGM9�L �×��0V or �×��0/�08V  

�×��0V or �×��0/�80V

�×��0V or �×��0/�00V

�×��0V or �×��0/��5V

 50,60Hz

�×�.5(6)A、�×5(�0)A、3×5(60)A、

�×5(100)A、�×�0(�0)A、3×�0(�00)A、

�×�5(60)A、�×�0(80)A、�×�0(�00)A、

--5A、CT connected、etc.

SGM9�/SGM9�L

SGM9�/SGM9�L
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Type Accuracy
Ref.

Voltage(v)
Ref.

Frequency
Rated Current

DD��7

�.0

�.0

��0V

��0V

��0V

��0V

50Hz

60Hz

50/60Hz

�.5(�0)A、5(�0)A、

5(�0)A、5(60)A、

�0(�0)A、�0(�0)A、

�0(�0)A、�0(�00)A、

�5(60)A、�0(�0)A、

�0(80)A、�0(60)A、

�0(�00)A、�0(80)A、

�0(��0)A、

DD��7C

DD86�

Single Phase 
Induction Energy Meter Series

Single Phase Anti-tampering Electromechanical Energy 
Meter

◎Reference temperature:��°C

◎Working temperature range:-�5°C to +55°C

◎Limit working temperature range:-�0°C to +70°C

◎Store and transportation limit temperature range:-�0°C to +70°C

◎Connection method: Whole current direct connection

◎Standards: IEC6�05�-��; IEC6�05�-��; IEC605�9; IEC605��

◎Lifetime:>�5 years

The electromagnetic components of the meter are arranged in horizontal position, and the 

electromagnetic parts are separated one from the other. The voltage core of semi-enclosed and plug-

in type is used. Double jewel or magnetic bearing is used in the bearing system. The register consists 

of five or six cyclometer or jumping type drums, and the bi-directional register can be provided in 

order to prevent rotation reversal on request. The material of register gear can be metal or delrin. 

The material of meter base can be metal, bakelite or polycarbonate. The material of meter cover can 

be glass, metal, ABS, polycarbonate or bakelite. The material of terminal block can be bakelite or 

polycarbonate with 10% glassfiber. The material of extended terminal block cover can be metal, ABS, 

polycarbonate or bakelite. Meter frame is formed by die-casting aluminum alloy, and then undergoing 

heating process to ensure the meter has the advantages of high mechanical strength and stability in 

construction. We can also design and construct the special energy meters as per the requirements of 

the buyers with the appointed standards. 

Construction features

Main Technical Parameter

7�
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Three Phase Three Wire/Three Phase Four Wire Active 
(Reactive) Electromechanical Energy Meter with the 
Optional  Maximum Demand Indicator

Three  Phase
Induction Energy Meter Series

◎Reference temperature:��°C

◎Working temperature range:-�5°C to +55°C

◎Limit working temperature range:-�0°C to +70°C

◎Store and transportation limit temperature range:-�0°C to +70°C

◎Connection method: Direct connection, CT connection or CT-VT connection 

◎Standards: IEC6�05�-��; IEC6�05�-��; IEC605�9; IEC605�� or any appointed standard      

 appointed by buyers.

Main Technical Parameter

Type Accuracy   Rated Voltage (V)                    Basic Current (A) 

DT86�/DT��7

� Phase � Wire Active Energy Meter     
�.0

�×��0/�80  

�×��0/�00

�×��0/��5

�×�.5(6)、�×�(6) etc.

DT86�/DT��7

� Phase � Wire Active Energy Meter    
�.0

�×��0/�80  

�×��0/�00

�×��0/��5

�×�.5(�0)、�×5(�0)、

�×�0(�0)、�×�5(60)、

�×�0(80)、�×�0(�00)、

-5A、CT Connected etc.

DS86�/DS��7

� Phase � Wire Active Energy Meter     
�.0 �×�00   �×�.5(6)、�×�(6) etc.

DS86�/DS��7

� Phase � Wire Active Energy Meter     
�.0

�×�00 �×�.5(6)、�×�(6)etc.

�×�80/�00/��5    

�×�.5(�0)、�×5(�0)、

�×�0(�0)、�×�5(60)、

-5A、CT Connected etc.

DX86�/DX��7

� Phase � Wire Reactive Energy 

Meter

�.0 �×�80/�00/��5    �×�.5(6)、�×�(6) etc.

�.0 �×�80/�00/��5    �×�.5(6)、�×�(6) etc.  
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Single Phase Static 
Multirate Energy Meter Series

DDSF��7 Single Phase Static Multirate Energy Meter  with Tamper 
and Fraud Protection and with Register,LED or LCD Display and 
RS�85 or Infrared Interface 

Main Technical Parameter

◎Accuracy:Class �.0; Class �.0
◎Rated current: �.5(6)A,�.5(�0)A, 5(�0)A,5(�0)A, �0(�0)A, �0(60)A,etc.
◎Rated voltage(Un):��0 V, ��0V, ��0V
◎Operation voltage:0.7Un~�.�Un
◎Rated frequency:50 or 60 Hz±5%
◎Max. display value:99999.9
◎Infrared communication distance: ≤4m
◎Infrared communication angle: ≤15° 
◎Accuracy of clock: the absolute value is not more than 0.5s/d.
◎Power consumption:≤1.0W
◎Operation temperature:-�0°C~�5°C
◎Limited temperature:-�5°C~55°C
◎Operation humidity:≤100%RH
◎Lifetime:>�0 years 

Three Phase Static 
Multirate Energy Meter Series
DTSF��7 Three Phase Static Multirate Energy Meter  with Tamper 
and Fraud Protection and with Register,LED or LCD Display and 
�85 Interface  or Infrared Interface 

Main Technical Parameter

◎Accuracy: Class �.0 
◎Rated current：�×�.5(6)A，�×5(�0)A，�×�0(�0)A, �×�0(60)A，�×�0(80)A, 
5A CT connected,etc.
◎Rated voltage(Un)：�×��0/�80V, �×��0/�00V, �×��0/��5V
◎Operation voltage：0.7Un～�.�Un
◎Rated frequency：50 or 60Hz±5%
◎Maximum display values：99999.99
◎Infrared communication distance: ≤4m
◎Infrared communication angle: ≤15° 
◎Clock accuracy: The absolute values is not more than 0.5s/d.
◎Power consumption≤2W 
◎Operation temperature:-�0℃～�5℃
◎Limited temperature：-�5℃～55℃ 
◎Operation humidity：≤100%RH
◎Lifetime：>�0 years
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Single Phase Static 
Prepaid Energy Meter Series 
DDSY��7 Single Phase Prepaid Energy Meter with Tamper and 
Fraud Protection and with Register,LED or LCD Display and �85 
Interface or Infrared Interface 

Main Technical Parameter

◎Accuracy：Class �.0 and Class �.0
◎Rated current： �.5(6)A, �.5(�0)A, 5(�0)A,5(�0)A, �0（�0）A,�0
（60）A,etc.
◎Rated voltage(Un)：��0V, ��0V, ��0V
◎Operation voltage：0.7Un～�.�Un
◎Rated frequency：50 or 60 Hz±5%
◎Maximum display values：99999.9
◎PoRisesunr consumption：≤1.0W
◎Operation temperature：-�5℃～55℃
◎Limited temperature：-�0℃～70℃
◎Working temperature：≤100%RH
◎Lifetime：>�0 years 

Three Phase Static 
Prepaid Energy Meter Series 
DTSF��7 Three Phase Static Prepaid Energy Meter with Tamper and 
Fraud Protection and with Register,LED or LCD Display and �85 
Interface or Infrared Interface

Main Technical Parameter

◎Accuracy：Class �.0
◎Rated current：Three Phase Four Wire: �×�.5(6)A、�×5(�0)A、�×�0(�0)A、 
                           �×�0(80)A、CT、connected、etc. 
◎Three Phase Three Wire: �×�.5(6)A
◎Rated voltage(Un)：Three Phase Four Wire: �×��0/�80V , �×��0/�00V, 
                                      �×��0/��5V   Three Phase Three Wire: �×�00V
◎Operation voltage: 0.7Un～�.�Un
◎Rated frequency：50 or 60 Hz±5%
◎Connection method: Three phase four wire: Direct connection or CT connected
                            Three phase three wire: Potential and current transformer             
                                      connected 
◎Maximum display values: 999999.9
◎PoRisesunr consumption：≤2.0W
◎Operation temperature： -�5℃～55℃
◎Limited temperature： -�0℃～70℃
◎Operation humidity：≤100%RH
◎Lifetime ：>�0 years
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Single Phase 
Static Multifunction Energy Meter

DDSD��7 Single Phase Electronic Multifunction Energy Meter is the latest energy meter in the �� 

century, is full electronic design and suitable for measuring the active energy either in prepaid method 

or in time-sharing payment. The meter adopts CMOS integrated circuit, micro-electronics technology 

and EMC technology. It has the simple circuit and reasonable construction.Its main features are high 

precision, high reliability, strong loading ability, low power consumption, compact volume, light weight, 

long lifetime and anti-tampering.

Real time clock is installed inside the meter, and can distinguish automatically and display by LED the 

peak, non-peak or basis time band of the current operation, and realize the time-sharing calculating rate. 

The meter has the infrared interface through which can realize the data exchange between meter and hand 

holder controller and between meter and infrared card to accomplish the management of prepayment. 

The system with RS-�85 series interface can accomplish the same function of the infrared interface.

Display function

The meter has � luminous diodes, the lowest one is impulse indicator showing the operation of the meter, 

the side by side top three indicators show the current operation of the peak, non- peak and basis time 

band. The impulse indicator will flash ��00 times(�0A) or �600 times(�0A) when energy consumed 

reaches �kWh each time.

As for the indicator of the peak, non-peak or basis time band, the red, yellow and green lamp indicates 

the current tariff for the peak, non-peak and basis time band respectively.

The diode will display from F� to F7 circularly, the meaning of each group is as follows:

F�: Total energy consumed of peak, non-peak and basis time band (5 places before and one after the 

decimal point)

F2: Total energy consumed for peak time band (five places before and one after the decimal point)

F3: Total energy consumed for non-peak time band (five places before and one after the decimal point)

F4: Total energy consumed for basis time band (five places before and one after the decimal point)

F5: Year/Month/Day

F6: Hour/Minute/Second

F7: Residual currency (Six digit integrals, unit is Fen (RMB))

There are two infrared emitters and one receiver on the left side of the display unit for the communication 

with a controller.

General

Multi-tariff function
Programming :

"P�"and"P�" are programming control terminals. When "F�" and "F�" are in short connection, all items 

can be programmed and data can be meter reading. When"F�" and"F�" are disconnected, only meter 

reading and time adjusting can be realized. If the interval between two calibrations exceeds �0 days, the 

range of time calibration shall be within ten minutes.

◎ Setting the serial number of the meter (8 digits)

◎ Setting time bands (one day is divided into 8 time bands and � tariffs)

◎ Setting the current time (year, month, day, hours, minutes, seconds)

◎ Initiating: Setting the total energy consumed for the peak, non-peak and basis time bands, the energy 

consumed of � tariff are set to zero when the meters leave the manufactory.

◎ Secret code modification: All programs require their own secret codes, the secret code is set to 111111 

when the meters leave the factory.

◎ Setting electricity rate

Display function
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Technical Parameter

The meter conforms to the requirements of GB/T �5�8�-9� Multi-Tariff (Time-Sharing) Energy Meter, 
IEC 6�05�-�� Static meters for active energy (Class � and �).

◎Specification

◎ Mechanical parameter
◎ Dimension:�7�mm×��6mm×68mm(length×height×width) Dimension Diagram refers to Diagram 
No.�
    Weight:<�000g
◎Electrical parameter
◎Starting current:0.00�Ib (The read indicator will light)
◎Meter constant

◎ Self-power loss
Voltage return circuit:<�W  (�0VA)  Curent return circuit:<�.5VA
◎ LED display:
Six digits display, the maximum registering capacity:99999.9 kW.h (5 places before and one after the 
decimal points)the 
maximum residual electrical rates:999999 (Six integrals   RMB)
◎ Errors of clock:<0.5s/day. (Battery as power supply:<�s/day)
◎Operation temperature:-�0℃-+50℃

Model Accuracy Class Rated Voltage(V) Base current(A)

DDSD��7 �.0 ��0/��0/��0V(50/60Hz)
5(�0)        5(�0)  

�0(�0)    �5(60)  etc. 

Rated current Ib(A) 5(20) 10(40)

Meter constant (imp/kW.h) 3200 1600

Multi-tariff function
Meter reading:
◎Statistical data: It is the total energy consumed of � tariffs (the starting point of each month shall set to 
zero hour and zero zero minute ). The meter should keep the statistical data of the previous three months.
◎ Data inquiring: The number of the meter, time, time-band, the total energy consumed and residual 
currency, etc.

Display function

Prepayment Function and the Operation of Infrared Card

�. Purchasing electricity

The users with the infrared card (RCC) purchase electricity at the appointed selling electricity department 
via selling electricity machine, and recharge the electrical rates into RCC. When the users press the 
keystroke on the RCC towards the meter within � meters, the electrical rates and electrical price will be 
recharged into the meter. The residual currency will be the total amount of the residual electrical rates 
and the purchased electrical rates this time, at the same time, the total energy consumed and the residual 
currency of the meter will be reflected to the infrared card. If the communication is successful, the meter 
will show "CC". The infrared card can not recharge again until the communication is successful. The 
users should repeat the recharging by pressing the keystoke on the RCC a few seconds later, if the meter 
did not show "CC" when the communication was finished.
�. The residual currency may show the minus conditions due to the electrical rates of peak, non-peak or 
basis time band should be calculated respectively, at the same time, the electrical rates will be calculated 
only when the total energy consumed of the corresponding time band reaches � kW.h.
�. The meter will be power off for reminding the users when the residual currency is less than �0RMB, 
then the meter can be restored for using when pressing the keystroke on the RSS towards the meter.
�. The meter will be power off completely when the residual currency is equivalent to or less than zero, 
and the meter won't be restored for using until the purchased electricity is recharged into the meter.
Definition of terminals:
"S+","S-": Refers to impulse output of energy
"P�","P�": Refers to control terminals of programming 
"A","B": Refers to RS-�85 communication terminals (Optional)
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Three Phase 
Static Multifunction Energy Meter

Three Phase Static Multifunction Energy Meter is a new type intelligent energy meter, 
designed by adopting the advanced technology as per the practical requirements of users. It is 
with the features of high accuracy, high reliability, reasonable layout, advanced craft, strong 
applicability, strong function and convenient operation, etc.. It can measure and calculate all 
kinds of electrical parameters correctly and quickly , which reaches the advanced level. 
It conforms to standards: IEC 6�05�-�� Static meters for active energy (Class � and 
�), GB/T �788�-�999 Static meters for active energy (Class 0.�S and 0.5S) and DL/
T6��-�997 Multifunction Energy Meter. The communication protocol conforms to IEC��07 
Communication Protocol of Multifunction Energy Meter. Maxge also can design and produce 
the meter as per the standards offered by the buyers. 

Function Features

Metering function
◎Time of use metering the positive and negative active energy( The active metering method 
can be set), and storing the relevant data.
◎Time of use metering the positive and negative reactive energy( The reactive metering 
method can be set), and storing the relevant data.
◎Time of use metering the positive and negative active, the positive and negative reactive, 
maximum demand and occurrence time, and storing the relevant data.
◎Metering � quadrants reactive energy, and storing the relevant data.  
◎Period of maximum demand can be optionally set as 5,�0,�5,�0 or 60 minutes.
 Multi tariff function 
◎Programmable � tariffs, �0 periods of time, 5 daily period of time sheets, � time zones and 
�� public holidays. 
◎The built-in clock is with the functions of calendar, timing and annual automatic switching. 
Display function
◎Clear LCD display with the range of-�0℃~+55℃.
◎With the function of the automatic scroll display of parameters. The time and sequence of 
scroll display parameters can be set randomly.
◎With the button display function. The displayed content and sequence can be set randomly. 
◎Any one data content can be viewed by using the remote controller.
Communication function
◎With two RS�85 interfaces(optional) and an infrared communication interface; PC 
machine or Hand Held Unit(HHU) can synchronously communicate with the meter via three 
communication interfaces. Tri-communication won't be affected mutually.
◎Performing the electrical isolation between RS�85 interface and inside the meter, moreover 
designing the electrical circuit preventing the lightning stroke. 
◎Communication protocol is as per IEC��07.
Output functions
◎With the output functions of testing port of active and reactive impulse, moreover with the 
telemechanical impulse output function of the positive and negative active and the positive 
and negative reactive.
◎With the functions of �Hz clock output, replacing signal output of demand period and 
output of switching signal of period of time.
◎Telemechanical output impulse width (�0~�50ms)is programmable. 
Events log functions
◎Real time measuring of the valid values of voltage, current, power, etc. and current 
frequency of three phase A, B and C;
◎With the event log functions of missing voltage, missing current, the qualified rate of 
voltage, power off, programming, reset of demand and calibrating time of broadcast, etc.
◎With 6 profile curves recording function; The storage capability is optional. 
Special functions
◎With the functions of the button awaking and the infrared awaking at power failure; Also 
realizing the infrared billing at power failure.
◎With the output functions of the hint of mulfaction information, the alarm and the trip at 
overloading.
◎With the recording functions of current checking, freezing of quantities of electricity and 
load representing day when no voltage applies to three phase. 

General
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Specification, Type and Technical Parameters

Technical Parameters 

◇Specification, type and impulse constant comparison 

Type Category Reference voltage Un
Rated current 

In

Test impulse 

constant 

Telemechanical

impulse constant

（imp/kWh or imp/kvarh）

DSSD��7
Three Phase

 Three wire 
       �×�00V �×�.5(6)A �600 6�00

DTSD��7
Three Phase 

Four Wire

�×57.7/�00V �×�.5(6)A �600 6�00

�×57.7/�00V

�×��0/�00V

�×��0/��5V

�×�.5(6)A �600 6�00

�×5(�0)A �00 �600

�×5(�0)A �00 �600

�×�0(�0)A �00 800

�×�0(60)A �00 800

�×�0(80)A �00 800

�×�0(�00)A �00 �00

Remarks: We also can manufacture the multifunction energy meter with the special specification as per 

the users' requirements accordingly. 

◎Accuracy: Class 0.5S, Class 0.5 and Class �.0 for active; 

Class �.0 for reactive   

◎Rated frequency:  50 or 60Hz

◎Starting current:  For active: 0.00�In(for Class 0.5S and Class 0.5); 0.00�In( for Class �.0)

For reactive: 0.00�In( for Class �.0)

◎Running with no load: Without current in the current circuit, when ��5% of rated voltage is applied to 

the voltage circuit, the meter 

should have no energy impulse to output.

◎Outlines:  �9�mm×�75mm×80mm

◎ Weight:   about �.5 kgs

Operation parameters of tariff

Tariff parameters

Clock accuracy（daily error） ≤0.5S（��℃）

Battery capacity ≥1000mAh

Data storage time after power off ≥10years（using new battery）

Tariffs �

Periods of time �0

Registering range 0～999999.99kWh,0～999999.99kvarh

Display LCD

Communication baud 

rate
RS�85①  port:��00bps～9600bps、RS�85②  port:��00bps

C o m m u n i c a t i o n 

protocol

《DL/T6�5-�997  Communication  Protocol  of  Multifunction  Energy 

Meter》or Protocol as per the local requirements of users
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SGDS-1 Series    

One module
Model:                                                  LCD  10100L
                                                              Counter  10100M
Rated Voltage:                                     110V,220V,230V,240V
Rated Current:                                    5(32)A,5(40)A,5(45)A,5(50)A
Accuracy Class:                                 1.0
Frequency:                                          50/60Hz
Impulse Constant:                              1000imp/kWh,2000imp/kWh
Display:                                               LCD,Counter
Power Consumption:                         ≤8VA,≤0.4W
Start Current:                                      0.4%Ib
Connection Mode:                              Direct type
Standard:                                             IEC62052-11,IEC62053-21
                                                             DIN EN 50022,DIN43880

Two module
Model:                                                  LCD  20100L
                                                              Counter  20100M
Rated Voltage:                                    110V,220V,230V,240V
Rated Current:                                    5(32)A,5(40)A,5(50)A,5(80)A
Accuracy Class:                                 1.0, 2.0
Frequency:                                          50/60Hz
Impulse Constant:                              1000imp/kWh,2000imp/kWh
Display:                                               LCD,Counter
Power Consumption:                         ≤8VA,≤0.4W
Start Current:                                      0.4%Ib
Connection Mode:                              Direct type
Standard:                                            IEC62052-11,IEC62053-21
                                                             DIN EN 50022,DIN43880

Four module
Model:                                                  LCD  40100L direct type
                                                             LCD  40200L CT type
                                                              Counter  40100M direct type
                                                             Counter  40200M CT type
Rated Voltage:                                    110V,220V,230V,240V
Rated Current:                                    1.5(6)A,5(20)A,5(30)A,10(40)A,15(60)A,20(80)A,10(100)A
Accuracy Class:                                 1.0
Frequency:                                          50/60Hz
Impulse Constant:                              800imp/kWh,1600imp/kWh,12000imp/kWh
Display:                                               LCD,Counter
Power Consumption:                          ≤1W(when 220V 20A)
Start Current:                                      0.4%Ib
Connection Mode:                              Direct type, CT type
Creep:                                                  Anti-creeping
Standard:                                            IEC62052-11,IEC62053-21
                                                             DIN EN 50022,DIN43880

Single-phase DIN-Rail electronic energy meter 
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Seven module
Model:                                                  LCD  G0100L direct type
                                                             LCD  G0200L CT type
                                                              Counter  G0100M direct type
                                                             Counter  G0200M CT type
Rated Voltage:                                     3X110/180V,3X220/380V,3X230/400V
Rated Current:                                    1.5(6)A,5(20)A,10(40)A,20(80)A,10(100)A
Accuracy Class:                                 1.0,2.0
Frequency:                                          50/60Hz
Impulse Constant:                              800imp/kWh,1600imp/kWh,12800imp/kWh
Display Mode:                                     LCD,Counter
Power Consumption:                         ≤2W,10VA
Start Current:                                      0.4%Ib
Connection Mode:                              Direct type,CT type
Creep:                               Its output is less than one impulse when the voltage                                   
                                                                  is 115% voltage rating,the circuit doesn't has any current.
Standard:                                             IEC62052-11,IEC62053-21
                                                              DIN EN 50022,DIN43880

Five  module 
Model:                                                  LCD  E020CL CT type
Rated Voltage:                                    3X220/380V,3X230/400V
Rated Current:                                    1.5(6)A
Accuracy Class:                                  1.0
Frequency:                                           50/60Hz
Impulse Constant:                              12000imp/kWh
Display:                                                LCD 6+2/7+1/8+0
Power Consumption:                          ≤1W≤7VA
Start Current:                                       0.4%Ib
Connection Mode:                              CT type, CT ratio 
Display Digits 6+2:                             5/5,10/5,20/5,25/5,40/5,50/5,60/5

                         7+1:                             75/5,80/5,100/5,120/5,150/5,200/5,250/5,300/5,400/5,500/5,600/5
                               8+0:                                   800/5,1000/5,1200/5,1500/5,2000/5,2500/5,3000/5,4000/5,5000/5,6000/5 

Standard:                                             IEC62052-11,IEC62053-21
                                                              DIN EN 50022,DIN43880

Four module
Model:                                                  LCD  D0300L direct type
                                                             LCD  D030CL CT type
Rated Voltage:                                     3X220/380V,3X230/400V
Rated Current:                                    1.5(6)A,5(60)A,5(80)A,10(40)A
Accuracy Class:                                 1.0
Frequency:                                          50/60Hz
Impulse Constant:                              800imp/kWh,12000imp/kWh
Display:                                                 LCD
Power Consumption:                           ≤0.6W,≤0.3VA
Start Current:                                        0.4%Ib
Connection Mode:                                Direct type,CT type (the CT ratio could be set by consumer)
Standard:                                               IEC62052-11,IEC62053-21
                                                                DIN EN 50022,DIN 43880

SGTS-1 Series
Three-phase DIN-Rail electronic energy meter
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MCB Characteristics curves

Based on the Tripping Characteristics, MCB are available in "B","C" and "D" curve to suit different types of applications.
"B" Curve: for protection of electrical circuits with equipment that does not cause surge current(lighting and distribution circuit)
Short circuit release is set to (3-5) In
"C" Curve: for protection of electrical circuits with equipment that causes surge current(inductive loads and motor circuits)
Short circuit release is set to (5-10) In
"D" Curve: for protection of electrical circuits which causes high inrush current, typically 12-15 times the thermal rated current
(transformers, X-ray machines etc.)
Short circuit release is set to (10-20) In

MCB Tripping characteristics

Current limiting design

MCB Characterictics
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Category of duty

Typical Applications

Connecting and disconnecting under no-load.
Assumes all switching operations are carried out by other capable devices before this devices is operated.

Switching of resistive loads including moderate overloads.
Suitable for purely resistive type loads
Device can switch 150% of its rated current under fault conditions

Switching of mixed resistive/Inductive loads, including moderate overloads.
Suitable for mixed resistive/inductive loads. Devices can switch 300% of its rated current under fault conditions.

Switching of highly inductive loads.
Devices complying with AC23/DC23 are provided mainly as back-up to other means of switching.
eg.contacts. In the event of failure of functional devices, an AC23/DC23 type device can safely interrupt a stalled motor 
current.  Where devices are the only means of controlling individual motors.

Utilisation category

AC20/DC20

AC21/DC21

AC22/DC22

AC23/DC23

The category of duty defines the basic type of circuit and switching capability of the device, and selection should be made accordingly.

Catagory of Duty

Ue Rated Operational Voltage
The normal line-to-line voltage of the system 
should not exceed(Ue)

Ui Rated Insulation Voltage
The voltage on which the dielectric properties 
have been conventionally based using tests 
at high voltage and mains frequency. It is 
intended to replace this value with(Uimp)

Uimp
The voltage on which clearance distances are 
based. The value of transient peak voltage the 
circuit breaker can withstand from switching 
surges or lighting strikes imposed on the 
supply.
eg.Uimp=8kv, Tested @ 8kv peak with 
1.2/50m(Mew)S impulse wave

In Rated Current
The current which the circuit breaker will carry 
continuously under specified conditions and on 
which the time/current characteristics are based.

Unless otherwise stated(In) is based on a 
reference ambient temperature of 30 degrees 
centigrade.

Icu Rated Ultimate Short Circuit Breaking 
Capacity
The calculated prospective fault current at the 
incoming terminals of the circuit breaker should 
not exceed(Icu).
Exception: Using back up protection as specified 
by the manufacturer.

Ics Rated Short-time Withstand Current
The maximum level of fault current operation after 
which further service is assured without loss of 
performance.

Icw Rated Short-time Withstand Current
Circuit breakers of utilisation category B have a 
short-time delay allowing time-grades selectivity 
between circuit breakers in series.(Icw) is the 
current the circuit breaker will withstand for the 
maximum short-time delay time.
Preferred times are 0.05,0.1,0.25,0.5 and 1.0 
second.

Electrical technology
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Against Electrocution

The use of exposed, substandard, badly wired, wrongly connected or damaged equipment as well as frayed or badly repaired cable reduces the safety of an 
installation and increases the risk of person receiving electric shock.

Electrocution is a passage of current through human body,which is dangerous. The flow of current through human body effects vital functions.
1.Breathing
2.Heartbeat

A correctly chosen RCCB can detect small currents flowing to earth and reduces the risk of electrocution. Effect of electric current through human body has 
been well researched and following chart summarizes the results:

Effect of electric current through human body has been well researched and following chart summarizes the results:

Protection

However, electrocution should not be viewed in terms of "current" alone but in terms of "contact voltage". A person gets electrocuted by coming in contact 
with an object that has a different potential from it's own. The difference in potential causes the current to flow through the body.

The human body has known limits:
- Under normal dry conditions, voltage limit=50V
- In damp surroundings, voltage limit=25V

Against indirect contact

Over current protection devices like MCB are unable to act promptly on small earth leakage currents. To comply with wiring regulations the earth fault loop 
impedance in Ohms, multiplied by the rate tripping current of the RCD in amperes must not exceed 50.

Example

For and RCD with a rated tripping current of 30mA, the maximum permissible earth fault loop impedance is calculated as follows:
Zs(max)=50/In=50/0.03=1.666

Against fire

The majority of fires which occur as a result of faulty wiring are started by current flowing to earth. Fire can be started by fault current of less than lamp.

The normal domestic overload protective device such as a fuse or MCB will not detect such a small current. A correctly chosen RCD will detect this fault 
current and interrupt the supply,hence reducing the risk of a fire starting.

Rated tripping current of the RCD Maximum permissible earth fault loop impedance in

10mA 5,000

30mA 1,666

100mA 500

300mA 166

500mA Immediate cardiac rest resulting in death

70-100mA
Cardiac fibrillation; the heart begins to vibrate and no longer beats at a steady rate. This situation is dangerous 

since it is irreversible

20-300mA Muscle contraction can cause respiratory paralysis

10mA Muscle contraction:the person remains"stuck"to the conductor

1-100mA Prickling sensations

Parameters and properties of RCCB
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Parameters and Properties of Residual Current Circuit Breakers

Rated current In Rated voltage Un Rated fault frequency fn

Maximum permissible current value determined by heat, 
breaking capacity and terminals that an RCCB can carry.

Preferred values:16,25,40,63,80,100,125,160A

The rated operational voltage of an RCCB is the voltage 
value, determined by breaking capacity, clearance and 
creepage distance and test circuit.
Preferred values:230/400V.

The frequency for which the breaking characteristics of 
and RCCB are designed.

Preferred values:
40-60Hz.

Alternative Current Sensitive Pulsating direct current sensitive Surge current proof

They react to AC current which, either suddenly applied 
or slowly arising.

They react to AC and pulsating DC fault current which 
reach 0 or almost 0 within one time period of the mains 
frequency.

RCCB'S surge capacity.
Not tripping at standardized 8/20 μs surge current waves 
acc.to VDE 0432 Part 2 with surge current values of up 
to 240A.

 Rated fault current In Numbers of poles Breaking capacity Temperature resistance

Value of a residual fault current at which 
the RCCB shall trip.

Preferred values:10,30,100,300,500mA.

Number of current paths which the RCCB 
can monitor.

Preferred values:
2 and 4.

The function of an RCCB is not impaired by 
short-circuit current of up to 6.000A resp. 
10.000A, provided a back-up fuse is used.

Suitable for temperatures from -25oC up to 

40oC

6000

10000

Surge Capacity Short time delay selective

RCCB'S surge capacity.
Not tripping at standardized 8/20μs 
surge-current waves acc. to VDE 0432
Part 2 with surge current values of up 
to 250A

The function of an RCCB is not impaired 
by short-circuit current of up to 6.000A 
resp. 10,000A, provided a back-up fuse 
is used.

Parameters and properties of RCCB
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First characteristic numeral Second characteristic numeral

Protection against solid objects Degree of protection for 
people against access to 
hazerdous parts with:

Protection against harmful ingress of water Degree of protection 
from waterI.P. Example Tests I.P.   Example      Tests

  0 Non-protected   0 Non-protected

  1 Back of hand   1 Vertically dripping

  2 Finger   2
Dripping up to 15o 

from the vertical

  3 Tool   3 Limited spraying

  4 Wire   4 Splashing from all 
directions

  5 Dust protected

WIRE

  5 Hosing jets from all 
directions

  6 Dust tight   6 Strong hosing jets 
from all directions

The IP(International Protection) rating given to an enclosure states the degree of protection it offers by means of two digits. A summary of these is shown 
below, for more detailed information, see IEC 529:1989, BS EN 60529:1992.

First Digit
Protection against solid objects and access to hazardous parts
The first digit covers protection against penetration by solid objects, which includes hands and tools such as screwdrivers. At the lowest of seven levels, 0, no 
protection is offered, either of the equipment itself from damage by intrusion or of a person contacting live or moving parts. At the highest, there shall by no 
entry of dust.

Second Digit
Protection against ingress of water
The second digit covers the degree of protection against the entry of water, on a progressive scales, for example, number 1 indicates that dripping water shall 
have no harmful effect, and number 6 that water projected in powerful jets against the enclosure from any direction shall have no harmful effects.

IP Ratings

NO Protection

Protected against solid objects 
up to 50mm
eg.accidental bouch by hands

Protected against solid objects 
up to 12mm
eg.fingers

Protected against solid objects 
up to 2.5mm
eg.tools and wires

Protected against solid objects 
up to 1mm
eg.tools, wires and small wires

Protected against dust
-limited ingress, no harmful 
deposits

Totally protected against dust.

NO Protection

Protected against vertically 
falling drops of water
eg.condensation

Protected against direct sprays 
of water up to 15o from the 
vertical

Protected against prays of 
water up to 60o from the 
vertical

Protected against ater 
splashed from all directions
-limited ingress permitted

Protected against low 
pressure jets of water from all 
directions
-limited ingress permitted

Protected against strong jets 
of water 
eg.for use on ship decks
-limited ingress permitted

IP Ratings


